THE ANTITRUST AUTHORITY
THE ANTITRUST AUTHORITY
AT ITS MEETING ON SEPTEMBER 25, 2018;
HAVING HEARD the Judge Rapporteur Dr. Gabriella Muscolo;
GIVEN the Part II, Title III, of Legislative Decree September 6, 2005, No.
206, containing the “Consumer Code” and subsequent amendments
(hereinafter, the Consumer Code);
GIVEN the “Regulations on preliminary procedures concerning misleading
and comparative advertising, unfair commercial practices, violation of
consumer rights in contracts, violation of the prohibition of discrimination and
unfair terms” (hereinafter, Regulation), adopted by the Authority by
resolution, April 1, 2015;
GIVEN its own provisions of January 10 and May 23, 2018, with which
inspections were arranged, pursuant to Art. 27, paragraphs 2 and 3, of the
Consumer Code, at the offices of Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. and of
three companies that provide assistance on Samsung-branded electronic
products;
GIVEN its own provisions of May 15 and June 27, 2018, with which, pursuant
to Art. 7, paragraph 3, of the Regulations, two extensions of the deadline for
the conclusion of the procedure have been arranged as per particular
preliminary requirements;
GIVEN the records of the proceeding;

I. THE PARTIES
1.

Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. (hereinafter also Samsung Italia

or Samsung Electronics SpA or SEI), belonging to the Samsung multinational
group, as a supplier, pursuant to Article 18, letter b) of the Consumer Code.
The company, with legal headquarters in Milan, sells in Italy and manages
support services for the electronic and telephone products of the Samsung
multinational group and in the 2017 financial year 18 achieved revenues of
around 2.9 billion Euros and a profit of around 68.5 million Euros after taxes.
2.
Samsung Electronics Co Ltd (hereinafter also Samsung HQ), a South
Korean parent company of Samsung Italy, as a supplier, pursuant to Article
18, letter b) of the Consumer Code. The company, with its legal headquarters
in Suwon in South Korea, also carries out in Italy, through its subsidiaries,
sales and assistance activities and in particular it distributes firmware updates
directly to the smartphones sold by the group and in the 2017 financial year 19
achieved revenues of around KRW 239.6 trillion (about 185 billion Euros) and
an operating profit of KRW 53.6 trillion (about 41 billion Euros).
3.
NPO software association, consumer association, admitted participating
in the proceeding based on a case brought pursuant to Article 10 of the Rules.
II. COMMERCIAL PRACTICE
4.

The proceeding concerns certain behaviors implemented by the suppliers
Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. and Samsung Electronics Co Ltd,
belonging to the Samsung multinational group (hereinafter individually
and jointly Samsung as well), with regard to the information provided
and the conduct engaged in, on the occasion and after the release, for their
Galaxy Note 4 model smartphones20 (hereinafter Note 4),

18

See the 2017 financial statements of Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A.
See the announcement on the corporate website “news.samsung.com/global/samsung-electronics-announces-fourthquarter-and-fy-2017-results.”
20
The so-called smartphones (or “smart phones”) are mobile phones that, in addition to the normal telephony functions
(voice calls and SMS messages), have the ability to connect to the Internet as well as perform many other functions of
great practical relevance (such as, for example, those of photographing, playing videos, managing documents of various
kinds, etc.). The set of physical components of the device are referred to as hardware and are coordinated and operated
by computer programs (so-called software). The term software, in turn, includes several categories of computer programs,
including:
19
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of firmware updates based on the Marshmallow version of the Android
operating system.
5. The commercial practice which is the subject of this proceeding consists
of:
a)
in the claimant proposal, to consumers who have a Note 4, of firmware
updates based on the Marshmallow version of the Android operating system
that resulted in reduced performance of their smartphones, first with
continuous slowdowns and automatic restarts and then even coming to a
complete shutdown;
b)
in the omission and misleading description of the features of these
updates and their impact on smartphone performance;
c)
in having limited the measures to restore the original functionality of
the device, compromised by the updates referred to in point a), only the
replacement of relevant parts of the hardware if the smartphones were still
covered by the legal guarantee of conformity, without providing for alternative
interventions (those of downgrading4) or to systematically extend work under
warranty for the problems referred to in point a) also to out-of-warranty
devices.
III. THE RESULTS OF THE PROCEEDING
III.1. The process of the proceeding
6.

7.

In relation to the conduct described above, with a note dated January 10,
2018, delivered by hand on January 18, 2018, Samsung Electronics Italia
SpA was informed of the start of the inquiry procedure No. PS / 11009
for possible violation of Articles 20, 21, 22 and 24 of the Consumer Code.
In this venue, it was specifically assumed that Samsung's release of
software updates that resulted in a lesser functionality of its Galaxy Note
4 phones and its subsequent

- the firmware, which is the set of software installed by the manufacturer on its device, including the so-called
“operating system” (abbreviated as SO, or “operating system” abbreviated as OS, a set of programs that
launches the device and provides basic services to other software installed on the same - the so-called
applications (i.e., for smartphones, the so-called “App”), which are the programs that can be installed and
used on the device thanks to the intermediation of the firmware.
4
In computing by downgrading we mean the restoration of software (or hardware) to a previous version, or
the opposite of updating. In this case, “downgrading” means the return to a previous version of the firmware.
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behaviors could be recognized as an improper practice5.
8.
On January 18, 2018, inspections were carried out at Samsung
Electronics Italia S.p.A. and a company providing assistance in Rome for
Samsung-branded electronic products.
9.
On March 5, 2018, Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. pledged6 to
remedy the pattern of impropriety in commercial practice being alleged and
on May 8, 2018 the company gave evidence at a hearing in this regard.
At its meeting of May 15, 2018, the Authority rejected these diligences,
involving the interest in the assessment and judging the same not eligible to
remedy the pattern of possible alleged impropriety in the notice about the
initiation of the proceeding and in any case to remedy the damage caused to
consumers, tackling the pattern of the alleged conduct in the release of updates
and specifically the lack of information on their features, the lack of
recognition of responsibility for the loss of functionality caused by such
updates, the probable impossibility of carrying out the downgrading.
The decision was communicated to the Samsung Italia supplier on
5

Samsung would have requested, when close to the expiration of the legal warranty, the execution of
software updates that would have led to a reduction in the functionality of its mobile devices and in some
cases the trouble with an important hardware component, without pointing out the possible consequences in
terms of reduced functionality or slowness in the performance that they were able to determine; in this way it
would have deceived the consumers, inducing them to make an economic choice that they would not have /
wanted to do, according to Art. 21 and 22 of the Consumer Code.
Furthermore, considering the context and the methods of the invitation to update, it was suggested that
Samsung's conduct could constitute a violation of Article 24 of the Consumer Code as it exploited its position
of commercial power deriving from the ownership of a trademark, known and affirmed, in which consumers
place trust, and the position of particular information asymmetry that characterizes the relationship with the
consumers, would have greatly limited the ability of choice of the latter leading them to download an update
that proved likely to damage or reduce the functionality of their device.
It was also suggested that it did not comply with professional due diligence, pursuant to Art. 20 of the
Consumer Code, not suggesting correct procedures to maintain an adequate level of performance of their
mobile devices that were just promoted and purchased for their specific and high-tech features.
It was finally suggested that they could constitute a violation of Articles 20 and 24 of the Consumer Code, as
not complying with professional due diligence and which qualifies as undue influence, the conduct
subsequently carried out by Samsung against significant consumers: i) in the lack of recognition that the lower
functionality and troubles complained of by consumers represented a phenomenon resulting from a supplier's
conduct that it had indeed, both through a software update and the conscious lack of some components, caused
a reduction in the features and functionality of their devices; ii) in proposing, as a solution to the problem
reported, the replacement of a hardware component, to be paid for by the consumer.
6
The proposed diligence focused on the information to be provided to consumers and contemplated,
in short, measures concerning: a) the establishment of an option dedicated to Samsung smartphone software
within the call center accessible through a special toll-free number; b) the introduction of new information on
the correct use of Samsung smartphones on its institutional website.
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May 18, 2018.
10. On March 15, 2018 Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. sent the
information requested together with the notice about the initiation of the
proceeding.
11. On March 29, 2018, the request for participation in the proceedings of
the NPO software consumer association was accepted.
12. On May 18, 2018 the Parties were informed of the extension of the
deadline for termination of the proceeding to August 8, 2018, approved by the
Authority at its meeting on May 15, 2018.
13. On May 31, 2018 inspections were carried out at Samsung Italia and
two other companies providing assistance in Florence and Milan on Samsungbranded electronic products.
14. On June 13, 2018 the reply to the request for information was received,
drafted on June 6, 2018 to the company providing assistance in Rome on
Samsung-branded electronic products, subject to inspection on January 18,
2018.
15. By a deed of June 21, 2018, the extension of the proceeding was
communicated to Samsung Electronics Co Ltd. (hereinafter also referred to as
“Samsung HQ”).
16. On June 25, 2018 Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. sent the additional
information requested by the Authority on May 31, 2018.
17. On June 28, 2018, the Parties were informed of the extension of the
deadline for conclusion of the proceeding to September 27, 2018 approved by
the Authority at its meeting on June 27, 2018.
18. On July 19, 2018 Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. was heard at the
hearing, during which it put forth “an express request for an extension of the
deadline of the procedure of at least three months” to exercise its right of
defense.
By a notice dated July 24, 2018 Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. then
announced that it had taken steps to retrieve and provide information and
documents, putting forth a new request to be heard in the hearing.21
19. On August 2, 2018 Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. was notified

The Party has communicated that it has taken steps to find and provide “essential information and
documents for a correct and informed reconstruction of the facts” “foreseeing that this will only happen during
the month of September” and has brought a case to be heard “in order to be able to provide the Authorities
with this clarification useful for the correct understanding of the documentation and the facts that will be
represented.”
21
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of the rejection of the extension request issued by the Authority at its meeting
on August 1, 201822.
20. On August 6, 2018, the non-acceptance of the requests for participation
in the proceeding made on July 27, 2018 by the two companies providing
assistance in Rome and Milan on the Samsung-branded electronic products,
where the inspections had been carried out23.
The claimants, who reiterated their requests for participation on August 9th,
on August 21st, what had already been announced was confirmed, that is that
no new elements of fact or law were found in the claims.
21. On August 7, 2018 pursuant to Art. 16, paragraph 1, of the Regulation
the deadline for conclusion of the preliminary investigation phase, set for
August 26, 2018 was announced.
22. On August 21, 2018, in consideration of the claim drafted by Samsung
Electronics Italia SpA on July 24, 2018 to be heard again in the hearing after
having found the information and documents to be presented to the Authority
and considering the approaching deadline for the conclusion of the preliminary
phase set for August 26, 2018, the Party was called to the hearing - for August
24, 2018 -, inviting it to confirm if it is interested in being heard or not.
On August 22, 2018 Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. expressed their
inability to participate in the hearing called for the following August 24 and
drafted a claim to be heard before the Authority Board as a third party super
partes.
23. On August 25, 2018, by a registered memorandum, Monday, August
27, 2018, Samsung Electronics Italia SpA sent a defense brief.
24. On September 7, 2018, the Party was informed of the rejection approved
by the Authority at its meeting of September 5, 2018,

22

In this regard it was shown that the Party had been heard twice in the hearing and had the opportunity to
respond to two requests for information during an investigation that had lasted more than six months, recently
extended; nor could any new component be recognized at the hearing on 19 July 2018, since it was clear from
the notice about the initiation of the proceeding that the subject were the Note 4 smartphone malfunctions
reported by consumers in 2017 as deriving from some software updates of the supplier, components that the
offices would have specified in the Notice about the deadline for the conclusion of the preliminary phase.
23
At the time it was announced that the requests appeared late, considering that the preliminary investigation
was being concluded, and untimely compared to the time of the inspections carried out by the claimants on
January 18 and May 31, 2018 respectively, and that the they are among the parties to which “injury may
derive from the infractions that are the subject of the investigation” to which the Regulation reserves the right
to propose a request for participation in the proceeding.
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of Samsung Electronics Italia SpA.’s application to be heard before the board
24
.
III.2.
III.2.1.

The acquired evidence - Commercial practice
Firmware updates for the Note 4

III.2.1.1. The Samsung Galaxy Note 4 device
25. The Note 4 device is a mobile phone that belongs to the Samsung
product family called the “Galaxy Note,” a series of smartphones and tablets
provided with software functions dedicated to the device’s large-size screen
and to the use of the same with the help of a stylus, the so-called “S-Pen,” a
removable “digital pen” they are equipped with.
Its hardware configuration includes a particularly large screen, 5.7 inches in
size, and a removable pen in a version with new features.
The device is also equipped with various uncommon sensors, designed to
detect ultraviolet rays, heart rate, blood oxygen saturation and fingerprints.
26. The Note 4 mobile phone (model SM-N910F) was put on sale in Italy
at the end of 2014, offering it to consumers as one of the highest quality
products - and correspondingly in terms of price - in the smartphone category,
in direct competition with the Apple product of the competing Apple group,
as shown for example by the draft press release25 drafted at the time of the
launch of the product or by Samsung's market studies acquired during the
inspection26.

24

The Party has been shown that this type of hearing is not provided for in the Rules and that during the
procedural investigation the Party was fully guaranteed the right of defense, exercised through the production
of written briefs and documents and the oral debate carried out last in the course the preliminary hearing held
on July 19, 2018.
25
See the inspection document of May 31, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 25 in which they boast
the flagship features of the new product (“Galaxy Note 4, bringing together all the best of Samsung's mobile
technology, is the device that can offer the most complete experience”) with which Samsung is placed in the
high end of the market (“Samsung reconfirms its leadership in the high-end smartphone market thanks to the
new arrival in the Note family: large and super-defined display and an enhanced S Pen to write in a simpler
and more natural way”).
26
See the inspection document of May 31, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 28 in which a page is
dedicated to the detailed comparison between the Note 4 and the iPhone competitor highlighting the strengths
of the first over the second and furthermore, on a subsequent page the essential characteristics of five other
competing smartphones with a screen size greater than 5.3 inches are merely represented. See also the
inspection document of May 31, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 31 in which the comparison of Note
4 is mainly with the competitor iPhone and sets a high brand loyalty as a goal (“One important goal of the
campaign is to reaffirm Samsung leadership in the big display segment, as
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III.2.1.2. The Samsung firmware for Galaxy Note smartphones
27. The Samsung smartphones of the Galaxy Note line are based on a
firmware that Samsung processes from the operating system called Android
developed by Google LLC13 (hereinafter Google as well), which takes care of
it and distributes updates.
28. The Android operating system belongs to the category of software
called “OpenSource” as Google, through its platform “AOSP - Android Open
Source Project,”14 “it makes available to anyone all the programming coding
in the original so-called “Stock” basic version15, starting from which the
manufacturers of electronic devices - and also third-party software developers
- then process the firmware of a given device16.
29. In particular, the firmware of a given device contains the parts that the
manufacturer selects between the components of the Android operating system
and additional “closed” programming code, that is, non-public and modifiable,
developed by the manufacturer itself and made up mainly by the so-called
Customized “interfaces” through which the user is able to take advantage of
the functionality of the device and some particular applications. Mainly, the
firmware must contain the “drivers”17 necessary to operate the particular
hardware present in the device; for example, in the case of the Galaxy Note
series, Samsung has created a special “driver” for the management of the SPen, which provides input to the device even without physical contact.
In addition, manufacturers also make software additions in order to create

innovator of this format. The second and equally important one is to prevent consumers migration toward
other brands or value segments, by adding value to the product.”).
13
Google LLC is a US company that offers online services, with headquarters in Mountain View, California.
14
See the website “source.android.com.”
15
“Stock Android” is defined as the set of software programs that includes all the part of Android
programming code that is open-source, a combination of underlying platforms (including mainly the kernel
and basic software libraries) and some basic applications.
16
In addition to the basic Android operating system that is open source software, most Android devices come
with a certain amount of other proprietary software from Google (such as “Google Mobile Services,” which
includes, for example, “Google Play Store,” “Google Search” and “Google Play Services” applications,
which are licensed for use by device manufacturers who meet Google's compatibility standards specified
in the “Android Compatibility Program” document and can thus release custom distributions and firmware
certificates based on the Android operating system.
17
A “device driver,” in computer science, is a program that manages or controls a particular type of device,
connected to an electronic device such as a computer, a smartphone or a tablet.
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a special use experience for its customers27, with the installation of predefined
themes and the pre-loading of some applications, which often cannot be
uninstalled by the consumer; among these applications there is for example
the “Galaxy Apps,” which gives access to a digital shop of games and
applications for smartphones and tablets managed by Samsung.
III.2.1.3. The firmware versions of Samsung for the Galaxy Note 4 smartphone
30. As part of the after-sales relationship with the buyers of their devices,
Samsung constantly and recurrently suggests to almost all consumers in
possession of the different smartphone models to update the firmware of their
devices28. Specifically, Samsung periodically releases 29 firmware updates of
their devices based on the latest Android version and offers owners of
supported devices to update the firmware to the latest version available.
31. The Android operating system is characterized by a name30 (notably an
English name of a dessert, such as KitKat, Lollipop and Marshmallow) and a
number that indicates the version, which it is also called to identify the
firmware version developed on its basis.
III.2.2. The information provided during the release of firmware updates for
the Note 4 based on the Marshmallow version of Android
32. As mentioned, at the time of the release of a new update of its firmware
- in particular a new version of its operating system based on Android - and
during all subsequent changes, Samsung notifies all owners of their mobile
phones about the possibility / opportunity to upgrade.
33. In recent years, updates are made directly on the

An example is the “TouchWiz” user interface installed by Samsung also on Note 4, a program that helps the
user to locate and start the other programs.
28
Only for older models, for which the support service has been discontinued, this update is not recommended.
29
The term “release” is the technical term to indicate the diffusion of a new software version.
30
For some time now, the names of the Android OS versions proceed in alphabetical name and each of them is
the name of a dessert in the language.
27
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smartphone (without the aid of a computer) by the use of “FOTA” technology
(“Firmware Over-The-Air”), a mobile software management technology
(“MSM - Mobile Software Management “) in which the operating firmware of
a mobile device is updated wirelessly by the manufacturer: FOTA compatible
phones download updates with a process that typically takes a few minutes
depending on the connection speed and file size.
34. Samsung provides two ways of updating:
1)
the so-called “automatic” mode, according to which the smartphone
Note 4 takes care of automatically downloading the update (“download”) and
then periodically requires authorization to install;
2)
the so-called “manual” update mode, according to which the
smartphone, once having verified the existence of a new update, then
periodically asks for authorization to do the download, for which it then
periodically requires authorization to install.
35. The Note 4 smartphone is originally programmed to download the
update in automatic mode. The consumer is not warned that this is the mode
already set in the smartphone.
If its owner becomes aware of it and intends to disable it, he can expressly
choose the option to manually download the update.
36. Samsung has provided, in response to requests for information31, a copy
of the messages used to suggest downloading and installing FOTA of the
firmware updates released for Note 4 from its marketing.
37. Customers who choose to perform the manual firmware update, when
they decide to verify the existence of new updates are reached by FOTA
messages 32 announcing “The latest version of the software is ready for
download. Downloading with mobile networks may incur additional
charges.”
In one of these messages it reads “Samsung Cloud features have been added.
The synchronization function of images, videos and other files has been added.
Added backup and restore functions for applications, Home screen (backup
only for Note 4), music files, documents and others. A cloud management menu
has been added,” while all the others contain a different description that
substantially

31

See Appendix No. 3 to the memorandum of Samsung Italy dossier No. 28221 of March 16, 2018 and Appendices Nos.
2 and 3 to the memorandum of Samsung Italy dossier No. 50280 of June 26, 2018.
32
See Appendix No. 3 to the memorandum of Samsung Italy dossier No. 50280 of June 26, 2018.
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does not change from message to message: “New - Optimizing battery usage
- Improved performance with efficient memory management - Increased
security - Stability improved for” (the sentence is interrupted without
specifying what the improvement of stability refers to, interruption, however,
detected in internal audits, as can be seen in the document “Notes 4 resolved
issues” 33 where it reads “ITALIAN TEXT of FOTA popup contains an
incomplete sentence”).
The general instruction is then found in these FOTA messages “A software
update may include but is not limited to: - Improvement of device stability, bug
elimination. - New and / or better features. Further improvement of
performance.”
Follow the recommendation “To get the best performance from your device,
keep your device up-to-date and check for software updates on a regular
basis.”
All messages suggest that you to download the new update, offering the only
alternative between three named virtual buttons “Download,” “Later” or
“Wi-Fi Settings,” 34 while the possibility is not given, to evade in the
subsequent repetitions of the FOTA message, the refusal, if at all, of the
download.
38. As for FOTA messages after the download35 - that are the first opportunity
in which the owner receives news of the update if he did not take the initiative
to select the manual download - in two of them there is no description of the
features of the specific update, while this description is substantially identical
in many of the other messages: “What's new - Optimizing battery usage Improved performance with efficient memory management - Increased
security - Stability has been improved for”36.
Also in these FOTA messages is the general instruction “A software update
can include, but is not limited to: Improvement of device stability, elimination of bugs. – New and / or better
features. Further improvement in performance” and follow the
recommendation “To get the best performance out of your device,

33

See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 106.
Selecting this option will postpone the download to the earliest opportunity when the device is connected
to a LAN with a wireless connection without having to use the availability of availability of smartphone data
traffic.
35
See Appendix No. 3 to the memorandum of Samsung Italy dossier No. 28221 of March 16, 2018 and
Appendix No. 2 to the memorandum of Samsung Italy dossier No. 50280 of June 26, 2018.
36
Also in this case, as already stated for the messages that invites one to download, the sentence is interrupted
without specifying what the improvement in stability refers to, an interruption is however detected in
Samsung's internal checks.
34
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keep your device up-to-date and check for software updates on a regular
basis.”
The messages end in the first FOTA with a virtual button called “Install,”
while in some of the following ones we offer the two alternatives “Install”
and “Later” and in the most recent the three alternatives “Later,” “Install at
night” and “Install Now.” These are the only options offered to the owner of
the mobile phone after the download, while it is not possible to choose to
cancel the download at that point.
39. With the messages described above, containing a minimal description,
Samsung only generically highlights some improvements that are expected
from the update and the corrections contained therein to suggest - explicitly or
implicitly -- the opportunity to perform the proposed update.
These are messages that do not account for all the changes contained in the
update nor the possibility that the new updates have undesirable effects on the
functioning of the device due to its hardware features and battery wear, they
do not inform the consumer about the possible risks that the updates may cause
in terms of lower functionality of the devices in relation also to their specific
state of use and do not contain any instruction on the wariness with which the
consumer must assess whether or not to proceed with the update of the
firmware.
40. Therefore, whether the so-called “automatic” update mode is selected,
and whether the so-called “manual” update mode is chosen, a consumer who
considers it inopportune to upgrade to the new version of the firmware does
not have the possibility to prevent the continuous repetition of messages that
encourage him instead to download and install it. In fact, customers who have
not proceeded with the firmware update are systematically contacted by FOTA
messages, generic in nature, encouraging the update, which cannot be
permanently declined, but you can only postpone with the choice of the
“Later” option.
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III.2.3. The release of firmware updates and their effect on the performance
required of the hardware and the battery
III.2.3.1. History of firmware updates for the Note 4 and the launch of the
subsequent Galaxy Note smartphone models
41. The sale of the mobile “Note 4” starts in Italy 37 in October 2014,
equipped with firmware based on the Android 4.4.4 KitKat operating system
version.
42. Since May 2015, Samsung has released firmware updates for the Note
4 based on the Lollipop version of Android.
43. Since May 2016 Samsung has released in Italy firmware updates for the
Note 4 based on version 6.0.1 Marshmallow of Android. Shortly thereafter, in
August 2016, Samsung markets the Galaxy Note 7 smartphone in Europe, the
immediate successor to the Note 4 model, also equipped with firmware based
on the Marshmallow version of Android; this device has serious problems with
the battery, so Samsung withdraws it from the market at the end of 2016.
44. In September 2017, the following model, the Galaxy Note 8, was
released in Italy, equipped with firmware based on the next version of Android
called Nougat.
Samsung, however, does not release a firmware update for the Note 4 for the
Nougat version of Android.
III.2.3.2. Malfunctions complained of by Note 4 owners
45. The investigation was initiated based on numerous consumer reports38
received since September 2017, in which it complains that the general
information of the Note 4 product models, proposed by Samsung since the end
of 2014 as its flagship smartphone and characterized by high-end quality and
high-end price, would lose its own operating capability after roughly two years
of use regardless of the use made of and care taken by the consumer, first with
continuous slowdowns and automatic restarts and then even coming to a
complete shutdown.

37

See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 73
Reports on dossiers 73207, 73360 and 73381 of 09/29/2017, 73581, 73597, 73606, 73608 and 73614 of
10/02/2017, 75095 and 75208 of 10/6/2017, 75386 of 10/9/2017, 76384 of 10/12/2017, 77177 of 10/16/2017,
78632 of 10/20/2017 and 82735 of 11/7/2017.
38
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46. Almost all consumers referred to an alleged “planned obsolescence” of
the product, noting that the item would have become unusable approximately
at the end of the two-year duration of the legal guarantee of conformity. In the
reports, consumers also complained that Samsung would not give in its
commercial communications any indication of any foreseeable limits of the
life span or number of uses of the product. Some consumers also pointed out
that operating problems would occur as a result of Samsung's phone software
update operations39. Moreover, the consumers took into account the solution
proposed by Samsung to solve the problem they complained about, reporting
that the manufacturer would have required the payment of large sums - even
in comparison with the purchase price of the item - to replace a hardware
component that is out of warranty.40
47. Also in the entries recorded in the procedure called “VOC - Voice Of
Customer“ for the centralized management of complaints (“claim”) 41 ,
intended only for customers considered “critical,” you can read the complaints
received in 2017 and 2018 due to malfunctions occurring after the firmware
update (“It stops responding since the update was performed,” 42 “after a
firmware update of its product, it started to have various problems of random
stoppage at startup,”43 “as a result of the latest Android 6 OTA update, his
terminal started to run abnormally, with random reboots, overheating and
error messages in power-up,” 44 “he complains that there is a causal link
between the latest firmware update and the fact that his Note 4 has stopped
working,”45 “after the firmware update it no longer worked (..) brought in to
Samsung for service (still under warranty),”46 “The phone became very slow,
freezes, sometimes

39

See reports on dossier 73581 of 02/10/2017 and dossier 73608 of 02/10/2017.
See reports dossier 73581 of 02/10/2017, dossier 75208 of 06/10/2017 and dossier 73608 of 02/10/2017.
41
See the inspection document of May 31, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 4. In particular, in the
procedure called “SVC-CC-123 MANAGEMENT VOC: CLAIM” it reads “VOC: Claim means all the
reports received from End Customers that manifest their disappointment and where there is no possibility of
management on the T1 side.” In closing the document reads: “The reference procedure provided by the Parent
Company is the” Global VOC Operation Guide “present in GSPN.” In fact, the Samsung organization
provides that the assistance to the customer, and therefore the treatment of consumer requests, is mainly
entrusted to the assistance network spelled out in the CAT (Technical Assistance Centers).
42
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 55.
43
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 56.
44
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 59.
45
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 60.
46
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 64.
40
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if you turn it off it does not turn on and heats up, as a result of the update.”47
“brought the product to service due to continuous reboots, and poor battery
life. In addition, the “mmc read failed” screen appears.” The Center makes it
known that it’s out of warranty since the deadline has passed, giving a price
quote of 310 Euros for motherboard replacement.”48 “The customer contacts
us through the dedicated VOC number, he informs me that following an update
performed in July, the phone has experienced problems until it stops
working,”49 “After updating the software via FOTA, the phone will no longer
boot up,”50 “as a result of the software update, the phone began to freeze and
reboot continuously.” 51 “The customer reports that, after the update, the
device does not turn on. Under-warranty repair authorized.”52)
III.2.4.

The instructions given by Samsung

48. For the purposes of the problem in question, the instructions given by
Samsung to the CATs (Technical Assistance Centers) take on particular
importance, since the supplier’s organization provides that the customer's
assistance, and therefore the treatment of consumer requests, are mainly
entrusted to the assistance network.
49. As clarified by Samsung 53 , both for the requests for assistance
considered as covered by the warranty and for those qualified as out-ofwarranty the same instructions to the CAT regarding the methods used to
repair the malfunctions in question are in effect.
III.2.4.1. The instructions for the assistance to the Note 4 given since the
middle of 2016
50. A few weeks after the release of the firmware for the Note 4 based on
the Marshmallow version of Android, on August 19, 2016, Samsung for the
first time gives instructions to its service network (the CAT network) on how
specifically deal with the type of

47

See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 64.
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 66.
49
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 69.
50
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 72.
51
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 62.
52
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 63.
53
See the minutes of the July 19, 2018 hearing of representatives of SEI, who state that “the instructions given by
Samsung Italia do not distinguish between warranty and out of warranty claims.”
48
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assistance requests for “shutdown and malfunction “for the Note 4, in which
suggests checking and replacing the battery if faulty and, if the problem
persists, to check the PBA (“ Printed circuit Board Assembled”),or the Printed
circuit Board on which among the main electronic components of Note 4, the
eMMC54 flash memory which constitutes the RAM is assembled.
These instructions are contained in the “Repair guide of SM-N910F No-Power
& Reset symptom”55 document, in which it reads”-No Power& Reset symptom
on SM-N910F may be caused by the battery problem. -Check the battery IR
(Internal Resistance) status and replace it in the case of a defective battery. –
If the symptom is reproduced without the battery (in case of using external
power from Anyway Jig), check the PBA problem with the troubleshooting
guide & power current test jig.”
51. The malfunctions of Samsung's instructions are at least partly dependent
on the increased resource demand caused by the new firmware updates on both
the battery and the hardware, and in particular the eMMC memory soldered
on the so-called PBA (“Printed circuit Board Assembled”), or the Printed
circuit Board on which the main electronic components of the Note 4 are
assembled.
As clarified by a member of the CAT of Rome56, “important updates interact
with the installed apps 57, which in turn are usually updated when significant
firmware updates occur. Mutual interaction can worsen after significant
firmware updates on older and more powerful models, leading to degradation of
the phone's performance of which the update could therefore be considered a
contributory factor.”
This clarification is reflected in that provided by a member of the CAT of
Milan58: “The breakdown due to random shutdowns is a problem on the Note
4 model as well as on other smartphone models” and “could be partly due to
technological factors: the Note 4, like other smartphones, mounts as RAM 59
an eMMC flash memory 60, which could be subject to operational stress and
deterioration,

The acronym eMMC stands for “embedded Multi Media Card.”
See the inspection document at the CAT of Rome No. 30 (identical to the inspection on January 18, 2018
at Samsung Electronics SpA No. 10).
56
See the inspection report of the CAT of Rome.
57
Please note that the term “app” refers to an application software program intended primarily for devices such
as smartphones and tablets.
58
See Appendix 3 to the inspection report of the CAT of Milan.
59
The acronym RAM stands for “Random Access Memory.”
60
It should be noted that the acronym eMMC stands for “embedded Multi Media Card.”
54
55
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as a result of which the operating system may fail to access RAM 61, causing
sudden shutdown. Another possible shutdown / restart factor affects the
efficiency and / or wear status of the battery, which depends on the age of the
battery and how the user is using it: the greater the wear of the battery, the
greater the possibility of this phenomenon, for example in case of requiring
peak performance. “Moreover “a cause of the malfunctions reported to the
Authority and described by the officials may have been that some features of
Marshmallow (e.g., the new graphical interface) and related applications
require more resources than the previous version (Lollipop) making the
processing less fluid by the processor and eMMC memory mounted on the
Note 4.”
As previously shown, also, in the reports of a consumer by the VOC of
Samsung, we read that the phone, while freezing, had just shown an error
reading eMMC memory message.
52. At the first instructions given on August 19, 2016 follow those
disseminated via an email from Samsung Italy of February 23, 2017 62 which
advises “that for the model SM-N910F with problems of: 1. No Power (does
not turn on) 2. Self Reboot (reboots) The problem could be: - The battery Or
in the worst cases - The PBA fails (..) I would ask you to make these changes
within your laboratory considering that this product turns out to be one of the
products with a higher number of returns.”
53. Subsequently, as shown for example by an internal email of the CAT of
Rome on March 15, 201763, Samsung Italia suggests always proceeding with
the replacement of the battery in cases of “powering on / off / recharging,” as
well as - if necessary - of the PBA.
54. In an email exchange on May 12, 201764 the “Global CS Center” of

61

In the Note 4 the RAM in the form of an eMMC flash memory is installed on the so-called PBA (“Printed
Circuit Board Assembled”), i.e., the printed circuit board on which the main electronic components of the
Note 4 are assembled.
62
See the inspection document of May 31, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 81.
63
See the inspection document at the Rome CAT No. 50, which reads “on Samsung's recommendation, for
the N910 model, in cases of power on / off / recharge problems, in addition to the PBA (if necessary), it is
the case of always changing the battery, even after the warranty year .”
64
See the inspection document of May 31, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 79, where it read: “SEI’s
CRCs is using the procedure uploaded by HQ in GSPN (attached in the email) but seems that not solved the
problem and we decided to share with CRC the procedure attached in the SEI Flow char.xlsx (it is in Italian
language because is better for all engineer to understand the problem). In the Procedure for Symptoms: No
Power/Self Reboot we requested the following actions:
Tested Accessories and replace them if broken
Battery replace as reported in the bulletin 16-51
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Samsung HQ asked the managers of the “Service Division” of Samsung Italy
for clarification regarding the high number of repeated repairs (abbreviated as
“CRRR”) for the Note 4, which was the highest among all models in Italy
(“Note 4 CRRR% is (..) worst model in SEI”); Samsung Italia replied that the
their own CATs used the procedure downloaded by the parent company to the
GSPN information system on August 19, 2016, along with more detailed
guidelines in Italian on the specific assistance process, and pointed out that,
even after the replacement of the PBA and the battery, the product was
reported as having the same symptom (“No power on” or “Self reboot”).
55. Shortly thereafter, new directions were given for assistance with the
Note 4, as shown in an email from Samsung Italia on May 15, 201756, which
asked the CAT of Rome “Please kindly confirm that for the RESTART
symptoms you are changing the PBA + battery?” and in an internal email of
the CAT of Rome on May 16, 201757, in which it recommended to the staff
that “initially ALWAYS have to change the following parts: - Change the PBA
– change the Battery - Change / replenish accessories ““ even if the defect is
not found” (the last email urged very strongly that these instructions be
followed, underlining as anomalies of the same CAT the fact that “In many
returns initially only the PBA was changed and not the battery” and that “In
5 cases only the software update was done initially”).
56. On May 11, 201858 Samsung finally encouraged its service network to
apply to Note 4 owners who complained about “random reboots and product
slowdowns following the expiration of the warranty” a particular procedure
called “Blue ticket,” intended as an exceptional tool to “redirect situations of
real discomfort of customers who, if not managed, could easily turn into
complaints (VOC: Claim).” 59
57. It should also be noted that, as clarified by a member of the CAT of
Florence 60, “the Note 4 has a distinctiveness in its construction compared to
other
History of shutdown with galaxy MUST
Try the product in SAFE MODE in order to reproduce the issue
Replace a PBA if test above are good
Problem reported by CRC: Even if replace a PBA and Battery the product back again with same symptom
“No power on” or “Self reboot.”
56
See the inspection document by the CAT of Rome No. 47 and the inspection document dated May 31, 2018
by Samsung Electronics SpA No. 77.
57
See the inspection document by the CAT of Rome No. 46.
58
See the inspection document by the CAT of Florence No. 6 and the inspection document by the CAT of
Milan No. 3.
59
See the inspection document by the CAT of Florence No. 3.
60
See Appendix 3 to the inspection report of the CAT of Florence.

Samsung smartphones: the flash memory (ePOP memory) is welded onto the
processor (Application processor), so that they are vertically connected (..)
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while normally the flash memory and the processor are sold separately on the
PBA and connected by means of circuits that extend horizontally” and “given
this situation, the replacement of only the flash memory is a long and
particularly delicate operation, whose reliability is certainly less than if the
PBA is replaced, which is therefore preferred” and privileged “even in the
face of Samsung's directives (whose compliance is strictly monitored) with
regard to the service to the end customer, which provide that the repair is
carried out within one hour of delivery of the smartphone.”
Furthermore, as clarified by a member of the CAT of Florence65, “The Note 4
has a removable battery, unlike the more recent models, whose battery is
“embedded” and therefore must always be replaced (Samsung’s
responsibility) as a preventive measure in all interventions that (..) have led to
the removal of the battery.”
58. Finally, although Samsung has stated that the return to a previous version
of the so-called “downgrading” firmware is possible for updates that are not
considered security “critical,”66 understood as those necessary to solve
particularly important security issues, it never contemplated the same
downgrading among the possible solutions to offer to Note 4 owners who
complained about the defects in question.
59. On the contrary, Samsung excludes a priori from the warranty anyone
who has returned to a previous version of the firmware (so-called
downgrading), regardless of a specific assessment of the specific case.
From reading the notes of the Samsung VOC call center, it is clear the
exclusion of under warranty assistance in case of “any software tampering”
that Samsung also seems to extend to the firmware change made to downgrade
to a previous version of the operating system: for example, for a customer the
VOC call center has noted67 “I encourage the client to deliver the terminal to
our center and I inform him that any software tampering or damage caused
will negate the possibility that Samsung will take on the problem reported by
him. The customer tells me that it does not consider the firmware

65

See Appendix 3 to the inspection report of the Florence CAT.
See the minutes of the July 19, 2018 hearing of representatives of SEI.
67
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 59.
66
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downgrade software tampering and that this was done using original Samsung
firmware.”
In this regard a CAT member 68 clarified that, “With reference to the
downgrading, (..) if you find the so-called “rooting” (..) found via consulting
the smartphone’s technical menu, the warranty is considered invalidated.”69
This is confirmed by Samsung's instructions 70, that provide for the verification
of the “root” among the elements to be verified and that in such case assign it
to the category “OOW” (Out of Warranty).
60. Moreover, as well as in case of modification of the firmware, Samsung
reserves the right not to proceed with a free repair even in the event of damage
to the screen, as can be seen from the answers 71 provided by Samsung to the
customer complaints, which is more widely discussed below.
III.2.4.2. The cost of assistance for Note 4 out of warranty
61. For the assistance requests qualified as out-of-warranty, the instructions
described above regarding the procedures for repairing the malfunctions in
question, which especially from mid-2017 require the systematic replacement
of both the battery and the PBA (also if the defect is not found).
62. To this must be added that the documents in the proceedings confirm
what was reported by consumers in relation to the high price requested by
Samsung's service network for out-of-warranty repairs, the extent of which
can be found in the prices shown by Samsung in the form of a list of maximum
prices.
In fact, on May 14, 201772 a price list was released by Samsung in which the
(maximum) price of €295.00 was set for the repair of the “DOES NOT START
UP / IT FREEZES” of Note 4 malfunction; on

68

See Appendix 3 to the inspection report of the CAT of Milan.
It should be noted that, in the absence of any assistance from Samsung to bring their equipment back to the
previous firmware version, a mode commonly used by the most experienced owners is to acquire the ability
to manage their equipment as an “Administrator,” through the process computerized called “rooting,” which
allows you to exceed the limits set on the device, so you can replace the operating system. As clarified by
Samsung in its defense brief, the term rooting commonly refers to a procedure that allows access to a device
based on an Android operating system as a privileged user (root), using commands that require Administrator
rights in order to be able to change system settings.
70
See, for example, the inspection document at the CAT of Florence No. 26.
71
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 59.
72
See the inspection document of May 31, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 72 and the CAT inspection
document of Milan No. 18.
69
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October 10, 201773 a price list was released in which the (maximum) price for
the repair of the “DOES NOT START UP / FREEZES” malfunction of the
Note 4 was set at €260.00.
At the CAT of Rome a price list was also found for out of warranty repairs
showing as “last change” on November 14, 201774, in which for the Note 4 a
minimum price of €266.00 was shown and a maximum of €98.00 for
exchanging the PBA and a minimum price of €365.00 and a maximum of
€408.00 for the replacement of “PBA + DISPLAY.”
III.2.5. Samsung's conduct regarding problems and breakdowns
complained of by consumers resulting from firmware updates to the
Marshmallow version of Android for the Note 4
III.2.5.1. Data on assistance services for the Note 4
64. As shown in the following chart, based on sales data represented in a
document found at Samsung 75 , the release of the firmware update to the
Marshmallow version takes place in May 2016, a few months before the first
Notes 4 came out of the two-year legal warranty coverage. In the months
immediately following there was a progressive reduction in the number of
Note 4s still under warranty, and the Note 4 owners no longer covered by such
warranty increases correspondingly, for which malfunctions in the subject
entailed the need for consumers to bear the cost of the repair.
In March 2017 the two-year legal guarantee of conformity had expired for
about 64% of all Note 4s sold in Italy and then in August 2017 for about 70%
and at the end of 2017 for almost 96% of products.
Chart 1: Performance of the cumulative quantities of the Note 4 under and out of legal warranty
based on monthly sales data

73

See the inspection document of May 31, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 71 and the CAT inspection document
of Milan No. 17.
74
See the inspection document at the Rome CAT No. 13.
75
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 73. The sales
performance of Note 4 in the years from 2014 to 2017 according to the data presented therein is substantially
confirmed by that indicated by Samsung with its first reply to the Authority's requests for information (see
the Samsung note) dossier 27732 of March 15, 2018).
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63. That said, Samsung has stated that it does not have data related to requests
for assistance considered out of warranty 76, while it provided the proportion
of assistance interventions performed for the devices considered covered by
warranty.
In this regard, as indicated by Samsung, the type of malfunctions in question malfunctions complained of by consumers as slowdowns, automatic restarts
and total shutdowns - made it necessary to perform at least one warranty
intervention on [15-20] thousand77 78 Notes 4 of the [250-300] thousand sold
by Samsung Italia79.
64. From data provided by Samsung in response to requests for information
from the Authority, on the basis of which the following chart was developed75,
emerges a significant increase in repairs under warranty for defects suffered
by customers due to the specific problems described above starting from the
second half of 2016, after updating the firmware of Note 4 to the Marshmallow
version of Android and specifically following the instructions provided by
Samsung in August 2016 on how to handle the type of requests for assistance
for “shutdown and malfunction” of the Note 4.
However, this chart does not include cases in which, vis-à-vis the malfunctions

76

See the minutes of the July 19, 2018 hearing of representatives of SEI.

77

In this version some data are omitted, as elements of confidentiality or information secrecy have been deemed to exist.
See the defense brief dossier 60821 of August 27, 2018, in which Samsung Italia states that “[OMISSIS]
Note 4 of [250-300] thousand sold by SEI did not have any defect in the whole period concerned.” Moreover,
in the “Economic Memorandum” attached to the same defense brief of August 2018, the total number of
repairs carried out is indicated in [15-20] thousand...
79
Therefore, based on this data, just under 6% (to be precise, 5.89%) of all the devices in question made it
necessary to carry out at least one warranty intervention for the defects in question. 75 Source: Processing of
data provided with Appendix 1 to Samsung's response to the request for information drafted on inspection on
May 31, 2018.
78
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referred to above, assistance under legal warranty led to the replacement of the
entire device, information that was not included among the data of Samsung's
specific database relating to equipment repairs.
Chart 2: Repairs under warranty related to randomized power on / shutdown and problems with the
operating system complained of by consumers(1).

2014

2015

2016
Month of repair

2017

(empty)
2018 (vuoto
)

(1)

Defects complained of by the customer classified as: No power, Operating system reset while
being used, Operating system locks out / crashes / hangs, Powers up but no operation, Cyclic power
on / off, Set switches off by itself, Operating system start-up too slow

65. The following chart, prepared based on the same database itself shows
a sharp increase (from [10 to 20] to almost [20-30]) of the daily repair
interventions related to randomized switching on / off and problems with the
operating system at starting from September 2016, concurrent with both the
spread of updated devices to the new firmware based on the Marshmallow
version of Android (which had been updated in May and August) and with the
application of Samsung instructions by the assistance centers. It should be
noted, as already stated above, according to Samsung's instructions, the
interventions for malfunctions in question involved the replacement of the
battery and the PBA (from August 2016 after first checking the battery and
then the PBA, then from March 2017 always the battery, finally from May
2017 always both).
Chart 3: daily repairs, February 2016-June 2017
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Daily repairs

average Feb-Aug 2016

average Feb-Aug 2016

average Jan-Jun2017

66. The increase in the number of interventions after the summer of 2016
and, in particular, throughout 2017 is all the more significant if one notes that
the stock of under-warranty equipment begins to decline in the second half of
2016 and in 2017 , so as to register a significant increase in the incidence of
such repairs on the stock of products still under warranty.
The following chart, drawn on the basis of the same data, represents the
monthly trend of the relationship between under-warranty repairs related to
power ups / random shutdowns and problems with the operating system
complained of by consumers and the quantities of Note 4 under legal warranty:
it shows, starting from the second half of 2016, the significant growth in the
percentage of these repairs on Note 4s still under warranty.
Chart 4: Performance of the monthly relationship between under-warranty repairs related to power
ups / random shutdowns and problems with the operating system complained of by consumers (1)
and the quantities of Note 4 under legal warranty
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(1)

Defects complained of by the client classified as: No power, Operating system reset while being
used, Operating system locks out / crashes / hangs, Powers up but no operation, Cyclical power on
/ off, Set switches off by itself, Operating system start-up too slow

67. Whilst appreciating these data, the fact that they, in addition to
exclusively referring to products considered under warranty is taken into
account, they do not cover the totality of the defects in Note 4, but only the
number of interventions for the specific category of malfunctions in question
(slowdowns), automatic restarts and total shutdown of the device), or for
particularly serious malfunctions, such as to render the product virtually
useless.
It should also be taken into account that the data on which the above charts are
based do not include those of under warranty interventions, relating to the
same problems, performed by replacing the entire smartphone80.
68. The same trend of monthly repairs is also evident from a document
acquired from Samsung 81 relating to the performance of the repairs under
warranty of the Note 4s in Italy, where it also differentiates among the main
categories of intervention82.
The document provides a graphical representation - shown below - of the
overall performance of repairs under warranty, which shows a drastic increase
in repairs starting in mid-2016 and in general a trend very similar to that found
in the chart No. 2

80

According to statements by Samsung in the defense brief dossier 60821 of August 27, 2018, the
replacement of the entire smartphone was adopted for [OMISSIS] under warranty interventions, or for more
than 1% of all the Note 4s sold.
81
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 33 called “Repair history
Note 4.”
82
The categories in which the under-warranty repairs are differentiated on the Note 4s are: “accessory
replacement,” “component repair,” “tape repair,” “assembled parts repair,” “inspection,” “software upgrade.”
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relating to repairs under warranty...
Chart 5: Service assistance under warranty of the Note 4.

trend

Policy

69. The following chart83, drawn based on the data contained in the cited
document 84 relating only to the part of the interventions that led to the
replacement of the assembled parts, mainly represented by the PBA, shows a
more marked trend of repairs than the chart No. 5, (trend also related to the
decreasing number of Note 4s under warranty).
Chart 6: Under warranty assistance services on the assembled parts only of the Note 4

Note 4 assembled parts
assembled parts repair
Policy - assembled parts
repair

70. It should finally be taken into account that, as Samsung has specified85
even among the data represented in the last two charts information is not
included on cases in which, vis-à-vis the malfunctions referred to above, the
assistance under warranty was provided by replacing the entire device.

83

Source: Processing of data contained in the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A.
No. 33 named “ Note 4 Repair history.”
84
The categories in which the repaired under warranty on the Note 4s are differentiated are: “accessory
replacement,” “component repair,” “tape repair,” “assembled parts repair,” “inspection,” “software upgrade.”
85
See the note from Samsung dossier 49816 of June 25, 2018 in response to the request for information formulated during
the inspection on May 31, 2018
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In fact, it should be noted that - as proof of the importance of the phenomenon
- the technical interventions carried out to provide assistance for the defects in
question consisted either of replacing the motherboard of the device (what
would be the engine for a car) or the replacement of the entire smartphone.
III.2.5.2. Requests for assistance considered out of warranty and the denial of the
systematic nature of the phenomenon
71. As already mentioned, Samsung has stated that it is not in possession of
data relating to requests for assistance considered out of warranty, stating that
its procedure for collecting data from the service network does not provide for
the acquisition of additional information compared to those referred to in the
provision of the legal guarantee of conformity86.
72. Nevertheless, it is possible to estimate the order of magnitude of this
phenomenon from the data acquired by the CATs of Rome, Florence and
Milan87.
In the first place, it turns out from these data that the malfunctions in question
making up an important portion of the service requests qualified as out of
warranty.
In particular, it appears that the percentage of malfunctions in question on the
total of requests for assistance qualified as out of warranty is respectively
about 36% in the CAT of Rome, 33% in the CAT of Florence and 57% in that
of Milan.
73. The same data show that in a high percentage of such cases that Note 4
owners have refused the cost estimate and their device has not therefore been
repaired.
In fact, in each of the aforementioned three CATs, about 80% of the Notes 4
considered out of warranty for which the malfunctions in question were
complained about and the repair had been proposed it appears to have not been
done because of the consumer's refusal of the cost estimate.
74. This situation is confirmed in an email exchange in May 2018 88 , in
which the Customer Experience Manager of Samsung Italia asked an external
service provider to confirm the instructions given to manage customer
complaints about the malfunctions

86

See the minutes of the July 19, 2018 hearing of representatives of SEI.
See the CAT Milan No. 25, CAT Florence No. 1, CAT Rome No. 1 inspection documents and the
appendices to the request for information provided by the Rome CAT dossier 47444 of June 6, 2018.
88
See the inspection document of May 31, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 5 relating to the management of
customer complaints about the malfunctions of the Note 4.
87
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of the Note 4, instructions that in turn the Customer Experience Manager of
Samsung Italia reiterated (“I confirm that we gave instructions to the team in
case of customers who call for issues related to Notes 4 with shutdown and
short battery life?”; “Without any other official information, the answer given
to the agents is to check the product, verify remotely if the problem can be
resolved, if it cannot be resolved we suggest verifying in CAT, where
unfortunately most of the products are evaluated as OOW [Out OF
WARRANTY] for the logic board89. Wherever it is a critical customer and the
product has had more interventions, we go ahead with a VOC. If there is any
other information that we can release to the customer, I kindly ask you to turn
it over because there is an array of items on the forums and the customers
sometimes point to those and the customer becomes critical and requires the
opening of the VOC”; “Keep on working as you are doing, opening VOCs for
critical customers and sending others to the CATs. On our side, we will work
with the Centers to better manage the reports received from them”).
75. At the same time Samsung minimized the extent of the problem with
the customers and gave feedback to their requests as if what was complained
about didn’t represent a phenomenon common to many of them. From an
email exchange of November 2, 2017 among Samsung Italia's managers, it
emerges that - in response to the request from the head of the “Service
Division” about news on the main defects and measures of the under warranty
assistance activity of the Note 4 regarding a complaint addressed the same day
by a large group of consumers directly to the mailbox “Email the CEO” active
on the “samsung.com” site –the existence of the procedure released on August
19, 2016 by Samsung HQ (“procedure released by HQ”) for the issues of “No
power and Self reboot” was highlighted, without commenting on the fact that
complaint on the matter came from a community of owners of the Note 4 who
complained about “a malfunction shared by multiple users.”90

89

Bold added.
See the inspection document of May 31, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 80, which reads "Good morning,
following the protest on the web about the malfunctions of Note 4: https://www.intopic.it/articolo/264021/ I require more
attention to those consumers who, even with the warranty ended, are faced with an obvious lack of respect and rights by
Samsung. The device in question shows a malfunction shared by multiple users. We have come together, and we are
preparing the ground on which to move, without fear of taking the legal route. Without the fear of expressly our discontent
publicly. What we are asking for is simply the repair of a terminal that has proved inadequate for the functions for which
it was sold. We do not expect rewards, but that Samsung show real attention to the customer and propose an agreement
to provide relief for both of them from this conflict. I believe that the bad publicity that may come about from a new
lawsuit is more deleterious than a meeting of this kind. At the moment there are about a hundred

90
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76. The same approach also came about from complaints from customers
and from responses provided by Samsung registered in the context of its own
procedure called “VOC – Voice Of Customer” for the centralized management
of complaints (“claims”) only for customers considered “critical,” from which
Samsung's instructions arise in the case of out-of-warranty products, which
required the cost of replacing the PBA and the battery, about 300 Euros, a
procedure that only in exceptional circumstances and when faced with a
particularly insistent consumer was waived.
77. According to what we read in the VOC call center notes to some
customers, Samsung replied that it would be normal for the Note 4 to have a
“natural decline in functionality” that would require a radical repair
immediately after the expiration of the legal warranty and, when a free repair
was granted after the expiration of the legal warranty, it was claimed that it
was an exceptional case.
In particular, for a customer who complained about the breakdown of a Note
4 after just a little over two years, the call center noted 87: “It has been
repeatedly explained to the client that the defect be a part of the natural
decline in functionality, but they don’t want to hear it and they continue to
demand that something be done” and “I tell them that the center has assessed
the device and has issued a cost estimate of €322 + VAT. The customer thanked
him for the support, indicates that at the moment they will not accept the cost
estimate and will only pay the charge for the cost estimate.”
78. Only to customers who insisted and who asked to know what type of
defects were common for Note 4 devices, did Samsung offer free assistance.
In one case, the customer 88 referring to the VOC call center having learned
from the CAT that the defect for which “the motherboard had to be replaced
for 270.00 Euros was “a Note 4 defect described by your help desk” and asked
“sorry if it is a matter of a defect why don’t you meet me halfway by replacing
it and/or fixing it under warranty.”
This is similar to the case of a consumer who had brought his Note 4 to a
Service Center “due to continuous restarts and poor battery life. In addition,
the “mmc read failed” screen appears. The Center informs him that it’s out of
warranty, giving a cost estimate of €310 for motherboard replacement. The
Customer's request is to proceed with the
of us who want to continue with the lawsuit. I sincerely hope to meet with real support from Samsung. Thank
you.”
87
See the Samsung inspection document No. 67.
88
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 68.
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under-warranty repair of the product or replacement, claiming that the
problem is a known defect of the Note 4. I tell the Customer that the file is
under management at the Complaints Office and that following verification by
the representatives, we have the possibility of proceeding with the underwarranty repair of its device.”91
Another consumer stated92 “brought to the Service Center (..), where a cost
estimate of €104 was issued for out of warranty. The customer reports having
been documented on the network and states that he has had many problems
following the update, so he would like an under-warranty repair, since the
damage was not caused by incorrect use. (..) I inform the customer that we do
not know what he reported, but given his requests, by way of exception, we can
proceed with an under-warranty repair of the device.”
In another case we read 93 “The customer complains that after the expiry of
the warranty (..) the product no longer turns on again and turning to the CAT
(..) was told that the problem is due to the logic board that, in at least 2/3 of
the products of this model are faulty but, being out of warranty, they would
not repair it. The customer requests an under-warranty repair of the anomaly
as it was reported that the motherboard of the product is defective (..) At this
point as authorized by R.I (S.M) I tell the customer that we could proceed with
the product pickup and only after checking the terminal proceed with the
repair of the product.”
79. It also emerged that Samsung reserves the right not to proceed with free
repair (of equipment under warranty or out of warranty) in the event there is
other damage (for example on the screen) and in case of modification of the
firmware.
It turns out, in fact, having refused the free repair in the case of modification
of the firmware as shown in the call center VOC notes, that he wrote for a
customer94 “I invite the customer to deliver the terminal at one of our centers
and I inform him that any software tampering or damage caused will
invalidate the possibility that Samsung will take on the problem reported by
him. The customer tells me that it does not consider the firmware downgrade
to be software tampering and that this was done using original Samsung
firmware” and for another customer 95
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See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 66.
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 69.
93
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 71.
94
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 59.
95
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 70.
92
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complaining about the breakdown of a three-year old Note 4 “I tell the
customer that we can proceed with a free pickup and expertise at one of our
authorized centers, and if no damage caused or tampered with software, we
can proceed with the repair,” as well as in another case 96 the free repair
previously offered is denied because “the center pointed out that the software
on his device has been tampered with, therefore, as previously pointed out, we
cannot go ahead with an under-warranty repair.”
Likewise, the alleged tampering of the firmware was used to deny the
assistance of a Note 4 still under two-year legal warranty: “After the firmware
update it no longer worked (..) brought to Samsung assistance (still under
warranty) first I'm sent a message telling me that it takes €300.00 to fix it
because it's corroded, then I call the help line and they tell me that I tampered
with the software sending an ambiguous photo that could be any phone with
the phone screen where they say it has been modified.” 97
80. Even the refusal of free repair when there is damage to the screen as per
the notes of the call center VOC regarding a request98 for free assistance: “ I
point out that the case has been examined by our representatives and that
given the history we can offer him the free replacement of the PBA (Parts +
labor,), as long as he accepts the cost estimate for the replacement of the
damaged display. The customer tells me that at this time he does not intend to
pay for the replacement of the display and reserves the right to assess how to
pursue Samsung, and asks me for a written response to his certified email. I
point out to the customer that I will be responsible for responding to his letter,
that we will proceed with the settlement of the claim.”
In this regard, in the specific operating instructions for handling VOC
complaints 99 it reads that “The correct procedure is to propose the solution
IMMEDIATELY to the customer, simply informing him that if a situation is
found that comes from our warranty terms (e.g., damage caused, incorrect
installation, lack of maintenance), our proposal may lapse.”
Similarly, for products still under legal warranty, according to a
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See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 68.
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 64.
98
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 56.
99
See the inspection document of May 31, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 4.
97
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Samsung instructions document dated July 22, 2016 100 , “Samsung offers
replacement or refund for quality issues for UNDER WARRANTY products,”
but also this type of offer is excluded if there is any type of damage, since
“Any damage caused by the customer cannot be managed under warranty and
therefore it is not possible to request replacement or refund.”
III.2.5.3. The recurrence of repeated repairs of a device
81. From the aforementioned email exchange of May 2018101 in which the
“Customer Experience Manager” of Samsung Italia confirms the instructions
given to manage customer complaints for Note 4 devices “With shutdown and
low battery life,” it also clarifies that “if it is a critical customer and the
product has had more interventions proceed with a VOC,” thus highlighting
the existence of a further recurring phenomenon, related to the need to perform
repeated repairs of the Note 4s.
82. Also from other inspection documents there are many cases in which
repeated repairs are needed on the same Note 4 device because of the
recurrence of breakdowns of the device, with a consequential increase in the
owner being in the position of needing to contact assistance several times102.
83. Also, from the VOC call center notes103 for requests received in 2017
and 2018 there are repeated breakdowns even after more than one repair: “it’s
the third time that he has been sent to assistance for the same problems”104;
Despite two interventions on its Galaxy Note 4 within the warranty period, he
continues to encounter operating problems, it freezes or restarts randomly”
105
; “four times getting assistance (..) he says he does not want to spend more
money on assistance,” 106 “brought the terminal in for service 3 times always
for the same reason (..) he tells me that

See the inspection document of May 31, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 3, entitled “REQUESTS FOR
REPLACEMENTS AND REFUNDS OF UNDER WARRANTY PRODUCTS THROUGH SERVICE ORDER - GSPN”
in the July 9, 2016 version.
101
See the inspection document of May 31, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 5 regarding the management of
customer complaints about the malfunctions of the Note 4.
102
See the inspection documents dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. Nos. 43, 44, 45, 46
and 47.
103
As explained in more detail below, the so-called “VOC - Voice of Customer” is a procedure intended for customers
considered “critical” in the context of which the function of the centralized management of complaints (“claims”) of
customers is also included.
104
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 55.
105
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 57.
106
See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 58.
100
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they have already changed the logic board on the terminal twice therefore his
only request is a replacement. At this point I tell the customer that (as per
memorandum from representative S.M), regarding what he reported and
having seen the terminal's history, we will put in a request for a replacement
in the system, specifying that it will be possible to proceed in this direction
only after approval by the administration107.”
III.2.5.4. Samsung's commercial policy of device replacement
84. From the inspection documentation it emerges that Samsung's
commercial policy of replacing the older models with the newest models has
particular relevance for the smartphones of the upper range of its Note line.
85. This can be seen, for example, in a document 108 in which, while
acknowledging changes in the smartphone market consisting of its maturation
and the drop in sales of the leading products of both Samsung and the main
competitor, we note the strong preference of consumers for the Samsung brand
and in particular the specifics characteristics of the buyers of the Samsung
product family called the “Galaxy Note,” that are identified as those with the
highest spending potential in the life span in comparison with all smartphone
owners and also with the owners of the products of the main competitor, so
much so that they represent the real ambassadors of the Samsung brand
(“Galaxy Note provides the highest opportunity for building brand advocates
with a high lifetime spend potential”).
86. As already explained above, the documents in the proceedings confirm
what was reported by consumers regarding the high price requested by
Samsung's service network for out-of-warranty repairs of the Note 4, putting
the owner in the position of needing to have repairs done at a very high cost in
proportion to the value of their smartphone, which could have caused many
consumers not to proceed with the repair and to consider the purchase of a new
smartphone, probably of the next model109 of the same family of high-quality
Galaxy Note products,
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See the inspection document dated January 18, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 61.
See the inspection document of May 31, 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. No. 72 and the CAT inspection
document of Milan No. 32.
109
At the end of 2016, due to serious heating problems and the possible explosion of the battery, Samsung withdrew
the “Note 7 mobile, the immediate
108
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which is considered one of the highest quality products on the market - and
correspondingly of price - in the smartphone category.
87. As clarified by a member of the CAT of Rome108, “Samsung has
recently introduced a procedure according to which customers who do not
accept the cost estimate for the repair of a product whose warranty has
expired can have a voucher for the purchase of a new product online at the
Samsung website with a 25% discount.”
From the correspondence unearthed regarding the first testing phase of this
proceeding109 it would seem that it had been introduced in mid-2017, by
compensating the CATs for the assistance given to the customer “in the
purchase of the new product using the 'desk e-shop' installed in its
acceptance.”
III.3.

The defensive reasoning of the suppliers

88. Samsung Electronics Co Ltd did not participate in the proceeding except
with a note dated July 11, 2018, with which, having found the memoranda of
the extension of the proceeding and the extension of the termination of the
proceeding, it meant expecting a regular notification of these memoranda with
an adequate translation in order to fully exercise its own rights of defense.
89. Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. instead, participated in all stages of
the proceedings and presented a short brief with a memorandum dated August
25, 2018, registered on Monday, August 27, 2018, in which the following is
shown.
III.3.1. Alleged shortcomings of the investigation
90. The Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. supplier first of all points out that
there would be shortcomings in the investigative activity carried out and,
retracing the various stages of proceeding, states that it would have been
impossible to defend itself, as in the memorandum of initiation it would have
been “that, in 2017, the entirety of Note 4s sold in Italy by SEI would have
been affected by the Breakdowns, caused by a software update released by SEI
in 2017” and during the course
successor in Europe of the Note 4 model, from the market after a few weeks of sale. Approximately one year
later, in September 2017, the following model, the “Note 8” mobile, was marketed in Italy.
108
See the inspection report of the CAT of Rome.
109
See the inspection document by the CAT of Milan No. 24.
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of the preliminary investigation there would have been no interlocution with
the Authority until last July 19 and would not have received any prior
information on such central issues before that date, such as the effect on
devices of the May 2016 and subsequent Marshmallow upgrades and the
impossibility of downgrading.
91. The supplier complains about, finally, the bestowal of the term
“stranglehold” because of the responses after the memorandum of the end of
the preliminary phase of the procedure
III.3.2.

Commercial practice

92. Regarding the merit of the objections raised by the Authority, SEI
stresses that, in their view, the allegation “Was expressed in the absence of
any, albeit minimal, investigation, resulting in a mere assumption in
principle.”
The supplier goes on to underline the “non-existence of a generalized and
widespread phenomenon of Note 4 breakdowns” since most of the Note 4s
sold throughout 2017 would be not affected by breakdowns, supporting the
impracticability and unprofitability of any strategy of planned obsolescence
and judging the analyses conducted by the Offices to be unreliable because
“upon the release of Marshmallow it is not possible to associate any
statistically significant effect in the variation in the number of repairs of the
Breakdowns of the Note 4s” and “the trend in Note 4 breakdown repairs is
simply the result of the increase in the number of devices that could be
repaired and the growing length of usage of such devices.”
93. In particular, SEI has produced an “economical memory”110 aimed at
arguing that:
a)
SEI could not use the updates to artificially reduce the performance of
its equipment, because (i) most of the updates originated from Google and not
SEI and (ii) Google designed Android in a flexible way to ensure adequate
performance on the greatest number of devices possible;
b)
a planned obsolescence strategy would not be profitable, as SEI (i)
would have to incur substantial repair costs under legal warranty, being that
the firmware updates containing the versions of Android Lollipop and
Marshmallow occurred less

110

See Appendix 1 to the defense brief dossier 60821 of August 27, 2018.
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than two years from marketing of most of the Note 4s, (ii) would have had a
reputational damage that would have negatively affected future sales, (iii)
would have had very limited profits, considering that only a little more than
[10,000-20,000] devices have been repaired vis-à-vis the aforementioned
costs;
c)
the updates would not have affected the progress of the requests for
repairs111;
d)
taking into account the sales performance of the Note 4 over time, the
trend in the number of repairs would appear to be explained by the stock of
equipment under warranty and the increasing age of the smartphones
themselves112.
94. The supplier also reiterates that the purpose of the software updates
would be solely to improve the operation of the devices and for this reason it
would be committed, starting from October 2015, to issue these updates on a
monthly or quarterly basis. Moreover, according to SEI this would also be
imposed by the need to comply with European regulations regarding data
privacy and defective product liability.
95. With reference to the checks carried out before the release of the
updates, Samsung Italia asserts that every type of update is submitted before
its launch to “rigorous controls by both Samsung and by Google, as a
developer and owner of

111

For what in particular the point (c) concerns, the brief examines the trend of the daily repair requests in a
period of a few weeks before and after the introduction of the firmware update to the Marshmallow version
of Android [OMISSIS], in order to eliminate the possible effects of seasonal factors on the monthly trends in
the number of repairs.
According to SEI, the average of daily repairs in the period before the introduction of Marshmallow and in the
next one would be substantially the same, [OMISSIS], denying any effect of the update.
112
Regarding point (d), SEI notes that the requests for assistance will be much greater as the sales of the
smartphone and the wider the stock of products under warranty are greater; moreover, with increasing use,
the requests for assistance will increase due to the natural wear of some parts, prolonged exposure to viruses
and malware, accidental drops and other shocks to the phone hardware.
In confirmation of this, SEI (i) on the one hand produces graphs showing the linear relationship between
length of use and number of repairs and the essentially identical trend of the average age of the devices sold
under warranty and the average age those that have been repaired; this similarity, moreover, would also
disprove the thesis of the Offices according to which the risks of malfunctioning would increase in relation
to the state of the battery and to the intensive use of fundamental components of the hardware; (ii) on the
other hand, it presents the results of an econometric analysis, aimed at directly testing the effect of the
Marshmallow update (represented by a dichotomous variable that assumes value of 1 starting from May 2016
and value of zero before) on the number of devices repaired every month, taking into account the existing
stock of under warranty equipment and the appliance's equipment at the time of the warranty; from the
ordinary least squares estimate of this model it would emerge that the dichotomous variable which represents
the impact of Marshmallow is not statistically significant, the age of the device at the time of the warranty
has a numerically small but extremely statistically significant effect (at 1%), while the stock of appliances
under warranty has a statistically significant effect at 5%.
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Android rights.” This procedure would also be followed for updates to
Marshmallow released between 2016 and 2017 113 and these tests would
exclude any negative effects of the update on the Note 4.
96. With regard to the informational aspect, Samsung Italia states that “the
information on software updates disseminated directly on smartphones
through the FOTA service contained adequate and sufficient information on
the content and improvements allowed by the update.”
97. The supplier also notes that there is no compulsion for consumers to
download and install the update to Marshmallow, also in consideration of the
fact that they would be the same consumers to request a constant release of
new updates.
Furthermore, according to Samsung Italia, the statements about the
downgrading contained in the memorandum of the end of the preliminary
phase would cause confusion between downgrading and rooting114 and assume
a strict prohibition of downgrading that would not, in fact, ever be applied to
Note 4 since there would be no such prohibition, except for the so-called
“critical” security upgrades.
98. Nor could a consumer's undue influence be found in the way FOTA
messages are distributed, since - according to the supplier – the customer can
always freely choose to download and install updates. Although, in fact, the
FOTA message does not contain any key that allows to refuse, if at all, the
download, the consumer could always freely exit the screen without starting
the download session.
SEI points out that the customer had the freedom to activate at any time in the
device the option to do a manual download, a possibility where the owner of
the smartphone could manually verify if an update was available, when the
FOTA message would become visible on its device and therefore: (i) there
would be no repetition of FOTA messages, which the consumer would only
see displayed if he intentionally searched for them; (ii) the decision to
download and install the update is always and only the consumer’s, who, after
searching and finding the FOTA message must, in order to proceed with the
download, click on the corresponding button to start the download operation.
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See Appendices 3 and 4 to the defense brief dossier 60821 of August 27, 2018.
The brief states that “By the term rooting we commonly refer to a procedure that allows access to a device
based on an Android operating system as a privileged user (root), using commands that require Administrator
rights in order to change system settings. This is a very dangerous operation, likely to make the device
unstable, more exposed to the risk of installing malware and data loss, as well as reducing its operating
capacity (rooting can, in fact, cause over-consumption of the battery or overheating of the components),
sometimes making it completely useless (bricked).”
114
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SEI also notes that if the customer did not select the manual download option,
the installation of the downloaded software would always have to be
confirmed by the user.
99. With regard to after-sales assistance, SEI states that interventions not
covered by legal warranty are among the prerogatives of the CATs, “which
are independent companies that enjoy wide autonomy in this regard and to
which the decision on how to carry out the interventions and the applicable
costs has been recently entrusted.”
100. Regarding the instructions given to the CATs for defect management,
SEI claims to have issued clear and complete guidelines, and would be
concerned with constantly verifying compliance with them, noting that,
contrary to what was stated in the memorandum about conclusion of the
investigation, the “Repair Guide of SM-N910F No-Power & Reset symptom”
bulletin of August 19, 2016 would not have been the first issue regarding the
breakdowns having been preceded by bulletins issued in November 2014 and
May 2015 (Nos. 11 and 12 and the respective appendices under Nos. 2 and 3
and doc. No. 36 and the respective appendices sub doc. Nos. 20-22 withdrawn
during the inspection at the SEI headquarters on January 18, 2018).
101. Lastly, the supplier states that it would have assumed - even if it was
not held - a large part of the costs of repairing the troubles with the Note 4 out
of legal warranty and claims to have managed, according to strict professional
due diligence criteria and in full compliance with the law on the legal
warranty, the case history of the troubles that occurred, stressing that the same
was part of the ordinary physiology of any high-tech product and, more
generally, of any mass consumer product.
102. Samsung Italia maintains, therefore, that it acted in full compliance with
the professional diligence due in relation to this case, rejecting any charge in
terms of deception and aggression.
IV. OPINION OF THE AUTHORITY FOR WARRANTIES IN
COMMUNICATIONS
103. Since the commercial practice that this provision concerns was
circulated via the Internet, on August 27, 2018, the opinion was requested
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from the Italian Communications Authority, pursuant to Art. 27, paragraph 6,
of the Consumer Code.
104. With the opinion received on September 20, 2018, the aforementioned
Authority expressed its opinion that the Internet is a global memorandum
network that can quickly offer the user a vast a vast chain of potential
information to influence their behavior.
With reference to this case, the sector Authority noted that the consumer may
have been conditioned to install the updates suggested by the manufacturer,
considering them indispensable and suitable to improve and not to worsen
the performance of their smartphone, thus developing in practice the full
promotional potential of online communication.
In light of the foregoing, AGCOM has therefore concluded that, given the
state of the documentation in the records, the internet medium is an
appropriate tool to significantly influence the implementation of the
commercial practice.
V. CONCLUSIVE EVALUATIONS
105. The object of the investigation is the set of behaviors pursued by Samsung
Electronics Co Ltd and Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. on the occasion of
the release of firmware updates for Note 4 based on the Marshmallow version
of Android, the problems caused to most of the devices by these updates, as
well as the behaviors and information provided to consumers subsequently by
Samsung.
In particular, the behaviors being assessed, described in point II of this
provision, constitute a single commercial practice consisting of insistently
proposing to consumers in possession of Note 4 to upgrade the firmware based
on the Marshmallow version of the Android operating system whose features
and impact on smartphone performance have been described in an omissive
and deceptive manner and that have significantly reduced the functionality of
many devices, for which Samsung provided assistance only for products
covered by the legal warranty - offering the replacement of significant parts of
the hardware - while for the products out of warranty a high repair cost was
required (subject to limited exceptions), without offering any means of
restoring the original functionality of the device (such as downgrading).
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V.1. Preliminary remarks on the correct performance of the investigation
106. Before proceeding with the assessment of the commercial practice being
examined, the procedural complaints filed by Samsung must be addressed and
that the offices should not have clarified the subject of the incorrect practice.
In this regard, it is noted that since the memorandum of the initiation of the
proceeding it has clearly charged the supplier that the reduction of the
functionality of the Note 4 could be the result of a software update without
specifying the time of the release 115 , an aspect that was spelled out in the
memorandum about the conclusion of the investigatory phase.
Unlike SEI in its defenses, in the memorandum of startup the only instructions
of the year 2017 refer to the description of the reports, which came from the
end of September 2017, and the description of the phenomenon of
malfunctions that have shown up for many Note 4s in 2017.
Finally, it is noted that the memorandum of startup, acting as a watershed
between the pre-trial phase and that of actual investigation, confines itself to
indicating the essential elements of the alleged infringement and cannot, by its
very nature, analytically contain the arguments put forward to support the
sanctioning, which can only become clear in their completeness at the end of
the investigation.
107. With regard to the lack of investigations and the understanding of the
rights of defense, it is firstly noted that the proceeding has been repeatedly
extended for preliminary inquiries, has required numerous inspections and
equally extensive requests for information; elements that led to the
clarification

115

In delineating the possible evidence of the unlawfulness of the behavior of Samsung, in the
memorandum to initiate the procedure reference was made to the same as “some conduct of Samsung,
specifically highlighted with regard to the Note 4 phones, which seem to be summarized as follows:
the supplier would have requested, when close to the expiration of the legal warranty, the execution
of a software update that would have caused a reduction in the functionality of its mobile devices and in some
cases the breakdown, initially partial and then definitive and irreparable, of an important hardware component
of the same;
the supplier did not report the consequences that this update could have had in terms of overload and
possible breakdown of hardware components of mobile phones; Samsung would have omitted any
acknowledgment of the magnitude of the phenomenon, which, according to what was reported, would be
common to the whole or in any case to a large portion of the Note 4 devices put on the market;
the supplier would have proposed to each consumer individually, as a solution to the problem the
replacement of the hardware component, placing it at the expense of the consumer even when the product
was still under warranty, who objects to the loss of the warranty on the basis of allegations not strictly related
to the defect complained about.”
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of the allegations in the memorandum of the End of the preliminary phase, sent
to the Party on August 7.
Throughout the course of the proceedings SEI has had the opportunity to fully
exercise its right of defense, having become aware of the documents of the
proceedings, to which it has repeatedly obtained access 116 , formulating its
defensive arguments also in the responses to requests for information during
the course of the procedure 117 , as well as to present due diligence on the
evidence that had been promptly described and qualified at the time the
procedure was initiated.
The party was then heard twice in the hearing and summoned a third time
before the conclusion of the investigation deadline, a term with respect to
which, moreover, it did not require any further extension.
108. With regard to the lack of notification of the deeds of extension and
extension of the proceeding to Samsung Electronics Co Ltd it is noted that
these memoranda were done by e-mail and fax in compliance with the
provisions of Art. 19 of the “Regulation on preliminary procedures
concerning misleading and comparative advertising, unfair commercial
practices, violation of consumer rights in contracts, violation of the
prohibition of discrimination and unfair terms” adopted by the Authority by
resolution of April 1, 2015 - as well as being simultaneously sent via certified
email to the legal domicile indicated by Samsung Electronics Italia SpA, an
Italian subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co Ltd.
V.2. Indictment of the conduct of the companies of the Samsung group
109. In light of the elements acquired and the corporate / contractual relations
that emerged during the proceeding, it is believed that Samsung Electronics
Co Ltd and Samsung Electronics Italia SpA must be considered jointly
responsible for the practice being analyzed.
The evidence in the records showed that the Samsung multinational group
consists of various companies that perform different functions in the
production, distribution and sales process.
Samsung HQ provides the directives underlying the sales and service activities
and in particular distributes firmware updates for smartphones sold by the
Samsung group through FOTA.
Samsung Italia provides support services for the sale and marketing of
electronic and telephone products, systems and information technologies of
116

Access to the documents took place on January 30, May 10, July 23 and August 13, 2018.
In the inspection report of May 31, 2018 it was asked to provide information on FOTA messages, on sales, on
repairs for the Note 4 starting from its initial marketing in 2014.
117
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other companies belonging to the same Samsung multinational group,
representing the point of reference in Italy regarding all the commercial
activity and the concrete ways in which to perform the functions of the group
and in particular the assistance services for the Samsung brand products and
the call center activities.
The companies in question therefore fall within the definition of supplier in
accordance with the Consumer Code, since the practice in question does not
exclusively concern the methods for issuing the firmware update, but more
generally - as detailed in the following section - the entire marketing activity
of Note 4s and technical assistance services for these products.
Samsung Electronics Co Ltd and Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. have therefore
jointly contributed to the realization of the pipelines referenced in this provision,
from which they derive reputational and economic advantages, as well as having
adopted a substantially uniform behavior in the whole phase of promotion and
commercialization of the products. For this reason the parties Samsung Electronics
Co Ltd and Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. are also jointly referred to as
“Samsung.”
V.3. The impact of firmware updates on the Marshmallow version of Android.

111. The subject of the practice under consideration is the whole range of behaviors
carried out by Samsung during the launch of the firmware update for Note 4 based on
the Marshmallow version of Android on account of problems caused to a significant
number of devices, as well as behaviors subsequently adopted and the information
provided to consumers.
112. From the information acquired in records, it has been shown that Samsung
periodically develops and markets new versions of their smartphones which are
becoming more and more advanced, into which they install their own firmware based
on the latest available version of the Android operating system, achieving a significant
synergy from hardware and software that enabled Samsung to offer new devices with
greater and more innovative characteristics and features to the market.
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It is the combination of higher-performing hardware and software with new and/or
greater characteristics that represents the technological innovation of the product and
characterizes every new Samsung smartphone model.
113. Samsung, furthermore, releases countless software updates to resolve security
problems and eliminate bugs (for example for Note 4 there were 17 updates of firmware
based on the Marshmallow version of Android, with 12 qualified as security updates).
114. In parallel to and at the same time as Samsung presents new smartphone models,
it releases the new firmware version to consumers who have previous models that are
considered “compatible”.
Specifically, Samsung offers all consumers who have a compatible smartphone model,
the free installation of the firmware update preparing the appropriate download and
installation procedure and suggesting both implicitly and explicitly that consumers
proceed in this way in light of the utility of the update itself and the apparent absence
of contra-indications.
115. It should be pointed out that the firmware based on the Android operating system
developed by the producer for a specific device, in addition to a selection (decided by
the developer itself) of the components of the Android operating system, contains an
additional programming code drafted by the producer and primarily made up of the socalled personalized “interfaces” through which the user is enabled to benefit from the
functionality of the device, of the “drivers” necessary to make the particular hardware
present in the device functional, as well as some particular pre-downloaded
applications aimed at creating a particular user experience for the clients.
116. The Android operating system is therefore developed and updated by Google, who
also participates in the inspections of the updates proposed to Samsung clients, updates
which prior to release were subjected to “rigorous controls both by Samsung and by
Google, in its capacity as developer and holder of the Android rights”.
Samsung however, as producer and seller of the smartphones is aware of the technical
characteristics of the hardware of each device and of the specific interactions of it with
the firmware and is the only one responsible for all the updates offered for the specific
firmware of a given device, and specifically of those released on the basis of new
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versions of Android that specifically modify the firmware originally installed on a
smartphone increasing its functionality but also subjecting the device to different and
potentially greater requests and demands.
117. In fact, the download of the firmware updates relating to the new versions of
Android, in smartphones that are no longer the newest, determines the interaction of
the updates with hardware configurations that are less powerful than those which are
cutting edge. These hardware configurations on the one hand, may be unable to support
the new firmware in order to render the new expected functionality and on the other
hand, may significantly reduce the services of the device, in particular where the
batteries are inefficient.
118. For these reasons, with the installation of new firmware for Note 4, in the case in
point the new version based on the Marshmallow operating system, the hardware –
although technically compatible with the new operating system – may be unable to
adequately support the new firmware, not only concerning the execution of the new
features included in the new operating system, but also in reference to the tasks already
performed by the pre-existent firmware that could be carried out with less
fluidity/velocity because of greater effort required by the new firmware and the limited
resources of the available hardware.
The installation of a new firmware on hardware which is inferior to cutting-edge
hardware – albeit compatible – and with some key components that have wear, can
also mean a reduction in the services of the device which is sometimes significant.
119. On the basis of the timely evidence acquired in the documents, we can affirm that
what was just described occurs in the case of the Note 4 firmware based on
Marshmallow Android. This update, when coupled with worn out batteries and
hardware that is slightly less powerful than the Note 7 that it was optimized for, has
caused failures and malfunctions.
On the basis of the elements acquired in the records, it is possible to re-establish the
following succession of events relating to the conduct of Samsung:
- October 2014, launch in Italy of Note 4 with firmware based on the KitKat
version of the Android;
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- May 2015, firmware update for Note 4 to the Lollipop version of Android;
- May 2016, firmware updates for Note 4 to the Marshmallow version of the
Android shortly before the launch of Note 7 in August 2016;
- 19 August 2016, instructions to the CAT network to specifically handle
requests for assistance for “shutdown and operational defects” of Note 4,
where they are directed to check and replace the battery if defective and, in the
event of continuance of the problem, to check the PBA
- December 2016, the Note 4 returns to being Samsung’s cutting-edge
smartphone with the withdrawal from the market of Note 7;
- February 23 2017, recommendation to the CAT network to modify their
laboratory to face the problems of “1. No Power (doesn’t turn on) 2. Self
Reboot (reboots) of Note 4 (..) one of the products with the highest number of
returns” , that can depend on the battery of the failed PBA;
- March 15 2017, direction to CAT to proceed with the replacement of the
battery in the event of “problems with turning on/turning off/re-charge”, in
addition to that of the PBA – where necessary:
- May 12 2017, the “Global CS Center” of Samsung HQ asks Samsung Italy for
clarification regarding the high number of repeated repairs (with the initial
“CRRR”) for Note 4, which is the highest number among all models in Italy;
- 15/16 May 2017, a request from CAT in Rome to confirm that “for RESTART
symptoms they are changing the PBA+battery” and an internal email from
CAT to recommend changing the PBA and the battery at first entry.
- September 2017, launch in Italy of Note 8, new Samsung cutting-edge
smartphone, with firmware based on the Nougat version of Android, that was
not released for Note 4, of which by now more than 70% are outside of the
two-year legal warranty;
- September 2017, first reports to the Authority by consumers;
- May 11 2017, application of the particular procedure named “Blue ticket” to
possessors of Note 4 that were complaining of “random re-starts and
slowdowns of the product following the expiry of the warranty”.
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120. As clearly shown from the reconstruction of events, amply described in the
findings of the inquiry, the failures and malfunctions of Note 4 that consumers have
complained about appear to be due to the greater effort imposed on the hardware (PBA
and battery) as a result of the greater firmware requests resulting from the update in
2016 to Marshmallow version of Android.
121. The update to this version caused sudden shutdowns/re-starts where batteries were
worn out beyond a certain level, in addition to greater requests (e.g. the new graphic
interface) compared to the previous version (Lollipop) that made the processing of the
processer and the eMMC memory installed on Note 4 less smooth and resulted in a
stress in function and the deterioration of the same eMMC flash memory; the latter
therefore often had to be replaced – a replacement performed by changing the entire
PBA because of the special characteristics in the construction of Note 4, the need to
respect the repair timeline set by Samsung and to carry out a reliable repair, minimizing
the likelihood of return.
122. The elements gathered indicated that, following the update, a large number of
consumers complained of slowdowns, unexpected automatic restarts and total
shutdowns. Samsung responded to these problems with specific instructions for
assistance given to the CAT, who from August 2016 progressively note that the Note
4 problems can stem from a broken battery or a PBA, which are checked and replaced
in this order. Then Samsung states that the battery is always replaced and the PBA
only where necessary, and finally they recommend always replacing both. In spite of
this, in February 2017, the Samsung product was the one with the highest number of
returns for assistance118.
123. In particular, the presence of clear instructions just after the update in question
issued by the professional to the CAT119, for the replacement of important hardware

Compare the inspecting document of May 31 2018 no. 81 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. (Inc) in which it is reported that “for the
SM-N910F model with problems of 1. No Power (not turning on) 2. Self Reboot (reboots) The problem could be: - The battery or in
worse cases a failed PBA (..) I would ask you to make these modifications within your laboratory considering that this product could
be one of the products with the highest number of returns”.
119 In regards to the affirmation by Samsung that the bulletin of August 19 2016 “Repair guide of SM-N910F No-Power & Reset
symptom” would not be the first issued in regards to Failures, having been preceded by bulletins issued in November 2014 and in May
2015, it was detected that the documents mentioned by Samsung, found in inspection at the SEI headquarters on January 18 2018, do
not concern the failure sin questions; in fact the inspection documents numbers 11 and 12 and the relevant attachments concern
instructions for assistance of Note 4, but only for the process of “boot recovery” (however the inspection document no. 11 concerns
Note models exclusively intended as a form of video guide on the replacement measures of the components of Note 4 which are
118
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parts, that were subsequently replaced and specified, in the event of shutdown or
malfunction, is proof – regardless of and irrespective of any numerical data – of the
existence of a causal link between the two phenomena. In the same way the specific
activities of monitoring the problem that were adopted by Samsung prove this.
124. In addition, the many reports that came to the Authority and the complaints to
Samsung that were acquired during the inspection, as well as the elevated incidence of
malfunctions on the topic and the number of requests for assistance which are outside
of warranty

- which however corresponds in almost all the cases to a rejection in

advance by the consumer – confirm the existence of a clear relationship between the
update in question and the problems complained of by the consumers.
125. Furthermore, all the data provided by the professional on the repairs carried out
in legal warranty after the release of the above-mentioned update confirm without a
doubt this relationship; after the firmware updates based on the Marshmallow version
of Android, the number of repairs carried out on average for problems of random
switching on/switching off is significantly increased (on a daily level it is almost
double) (compare graphs 2 and 3). This increase was not instantaneous but requested
the diffusion of the firmware updates among the possessors of Note 4 and a first use of
the updated telephone; this also appears to occur immediately after the issuance, in
August 2016, of specific instructions about repair work to carry out in response to the
type of defects which clients complained of – instructions that are strictly consequential
to the difficulties that the update of the new firmware was causing and which proposed
repair of the PBA and/or battery as a solution to the defects clients were complaining
about.
126. Of particular importance is the growing percentage of repair work evidenced in
graph 4. In fact, if it is possible that the progressive aging of the Note 4 increased their
probability of undergoing repair work, nevertheless this phenomenon should have had
a gradual pace, with acceleration only when the phone is truly obsolete – an event that
does not seem to occur within the temporal span of two years.

different from the PBA (“how to replace the components. – Model : Galaxy Note 4 – Component: IC Modem, IC Power, IC Transceiver,
IC WLAN”).
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The data furthermore shows that – in the face of consistency and later the reduction in
stock of the telephones on warranty – the number of repairs in legal warranty increased
in 2016-2017, indicating that, when the devices are of equal age, the number of devices
repaired increased in 2016-2017 at the same time as the firmware update to the
Marshmallow version of Android and the consequent actions taken by Samsung.
127. In addition, the econometric analysis contained in the “economic report” 120 posed
by Samsung on the basis of their exceptions, does not allow for re-examination of the
arguments above. In this regard, we have found that the controls completed evidenced
the lack of reliability of the conclusions drawn about the lack of impact of the firmware
updates on the number of repairs of Note 4 as the devices get older121; in fact from the
test carried out122 it is shown that the impact of the age of the devices on the number
of devices repaired changes in connection with the month of September 2016 123 ,
confirming what is shown in graphs 2 and 3.
In other terms, the effect of the greater age on the number of mobile phones repaired
appears to increase124 following the firmware update.
Therefore, in contrast with what Samsung claims, this is exactly what is expected on
the basis of the established facts and the other elements collected in the inquiry results:
the update of the firmware based on the Marshmallow version of the Android had an

120

Compare Attachment 1 with the defense report protocol 60821 on August 27 2018.
The controls completed have shown that the pace of the variable relating to the average age of the mobile phones repaired each
month – that Samsung says explains the pace of the number of repairs observed, as well as the variation of the stock of Note 4 in
warranty – has been replicated as well as the dichotomy variable that represents the impact of the update of the firmware. It has been
proven that the variable dichotomy explains more than 80% of the variable that represents the age upon repair and explains almost as
well as age the pace of the number of repairs. This situation creates a problem of correlation between the explanatory variables, which
makes the estimates about the significance of the coefficients that represents the impact of age or update on the number of repairs
unreliable.
122 This is the Chow stability test of the coefficients of regression. The null hypothesis of invariance was rejected on the level of
significance of 1%.
123 Even if it is not possible to exactly replicate the results obtained by Samsung, because the Party has not provided either the database
used (presumably based on the data in Samsung’s investigation) or information about the construction of the variables (the sample, in
particular, is from 38 observations instead of from 44, given that in the database provided by Samsung of repairs there are 0 repairs in
the months of February and March 2015 and therefore it is not possible to calculate the age of the telephones repaired; as a result the
information relating to the period from November 2014 – January 2015 was not able to be used, the essential results of the exercise of
Samsung (significance of 1% of the variable “average age of devices repaired” and non-significance of the dichotomy variable
connected to the update) were replicated, We proceeded therefore to estimate the Samsung model without inserting the dichotomy
variable (because of problems of correlation between the explanatory variables seen in note 121), testing on the other hand, if in
correspondence to the firmware updates, the impact of the variable that represents the age of the smartphone repaired changed (the
pace of the stock under warranty is however independent of the update).
The test carried out (the Chow stability test, the so-called Chow-test) indicates that this impact changes in correspondence with the
month of September 2016, exactly as shown in graphs 1 and 2. In other terms, the effect of the greater age on the number of telephones
repaired appears to increase following the firmware update.
124 Going backwards to the average age of mobile phones repaired out of the number of cell phones repaired separately in the period
prior to and following September 2016, it is shown that the impact of the average age of cell phones repaired on the number of
telephones repaired in the month almost doubles in accordance with the results of the Chow Test.
121
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impact on the hardware components in order to significantly influence the probability
of malfunctions with sudden shutdowns/restarts and therefore the need for repair work.
128. We point out in this regard that the phenomenon of malfunctions and failures has
led to an elevated number of products covered by legal warranty – almost [15,000 –
20,000] devices out of approximately [250,000 – 300,000], for which the
repair/replacement of the relevant parts of hardware was necessary.
This information is not however representative of the full dimension of the
phenomenon, which has furthermore concerned a growing number of devices that are
outside of warranty (after two years). To repair such products, according to the
instructions of Samsung, the CAT requested a very high cost in proportion to the
residual value of the smartphone – also in consideration of the direction suggested by
Samsung to the CAT to prefer the replacement of the entire PBA in comparison with
that of just one eMMC component – a cost that has led many consumers in the latest
analysis to abandon performing this repair.
129. Faced with the possibility of a negative impact of the updates on the services of
the devices for which such updates are intended by the producer and that the producer
urges us to carry out, it is up to the professional not only to identify abstractly
compatible models with a certain firmware update, but also to evaluate the impact of
updates released for devices already in use taking into account the possible state of the
hardware on which it could be installed (in the case in point the level of wear of the
battery and the capacity of the eMMC flash memory to face the greater work load
requested by the new firmware, whose overloading has led to the need to replace the
entire PBA in Note 4).
This burden certainly cannot fall on the consumer who was insistently encouraged to
update the device given that there is total information asymmetry between Samsung –
who designs the hardware and the operating system, and is capable of finding bugs
and threats to the security and knows the way in which the state of the battery
influences the services of the smartphone – and the consumer, who cannot help but
trust in Samsung’s reputation concerning the use and need of proceeding with the
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updates suggested by the professional because of their capacity to eliminate bugs and
security threats and improve the services of Note 4.
130. If, in fact, the installation (even automatic) of the security updates of the resolution
of the bugs is justified by a correct and useful assistance of the product, in order to
ensure a usage that is in line with the characteristics represented at the time of sale,
with the installation of a new firmware the functions of the smartphone change
significantly and therefore there is substantial modification of a product that is already
in the full and rightful possession of the consumer and daily use by him/her.
Especially in cases such as this, the update must be proposed by giving the person in
possession of the apparatus a choice regarding the possibility of maintaining the
original functions or the new functions that can be enabled, because of the concrete
state of the device itself.
The consumer has in fact the right to use the product with the functions that were
promised and that were present at the time of purchase, even more so in the case in
question, when these can be reduced following an update recommended by the
professional and carried out by the consumer unconsciously.
131. The prior evaluation of a risk that a specific firmware update can cause a
deterioration in the services of a smartphone of a previous model with normal wear
appears therefore to fall within the standard of diligence that can be expected by a
professional such as Samsung, a group leader in the market who operates at a global
level in the sector of advanced technology. Where it is deemed that this risk exists but
is acceptable – to guarantee the consumer more advanced technology and uniform use
of the top smartphone – Samsung should communicate to the consumer both the
possibility of this risk, and the hardware configuration in which this risk is likely
minimized, in order that the consumer can consciously choose whether or not to make
the update, and to choose in this case whether or not to take advantage of the new
functions, given the conditions of his/her device.
132. The need to keep up with technological evolution and the fact that the firmware
updates are free are elements that cannot in any way justify behavior that is capable
even if only potentially of causing harm, under the form of an inconvenience or a
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modification in peius of the functional characteristics of the product, in order to
considerably reduce the services of the devices already sold and used daily by many
consumers.
From this perspective, a trade-off decided unilaterally by the professional - which
sacrifices the current functionality of the product in exchange for potential
technological innovation and which is not consciously chosen by the consumer on the
basis of his/her preferences and after having been given the opportunity to evaluate if
the device is capable of providing such services - therefore does not appear to be
justifiable. In this case the firmware update, interfacing with a hardware of previous
architecture, does not in fact imply an improvement in the user experience for the
consumer.

V.4. The misleading and incomplete information provided in messages directed to
consumers to encourage the installation of the firmware updates

133. From the results of the inquiry it is quite clear that Samsung issued the firmware
updates based on the Marshmallow version of Android to all those possessing the Note
4, presenting them in a generic manner and showing only the improvements in security
and services, without providing adequate warnings about the risks of possible reduction
in service and therefore of the usability of the smartphone in certain conditions of use.
134. In particular, in the very message in which they are proposing to consumers the
installation of a new firmware update for the Marshmallow version of the Android and
on the occasion of all the subsequent changes, Samsung has not given the slightest
warning about the possible risks that the updates can have in terms of minor functions
in the devices, both in relation to their hardware characteristics and especially to their
specific state of use, information essential for consumers in order to make a conscious
decision concerning acceptance or not of the update proposed by Samsung.
135. Samsung did not even change these means of presentation when they realized that
there was a serious risk of malfunction following the installation of their firmware for
Note 4 based on the Marshmallow for Android, and expressed this awareness with the
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formulation of a specific instruction to the help centers, while Samsung continued to
promote the installation of new firmware without informing consumers about the
inconveniences they could experience by performing this installation.
In the messages in which they suggested to consumers the installation of the subsequent
versions of the firmware update related to the Marshmallow version, they did not
mention the risk of automatic restarts, random shutdowns and malfunctions, which
were well known to them, as they had issued specific repair instructions in August
2016 and February 2017.
Therefore, in spite of the awareness of these malfunctions, Samsung continued to
encourage those in possession of the Note 4 to update their firmware to Marshmallow
Android version.
136. Samsung, in suggesting that consumers proceed to the installation of the new
firmware updates for Note 4, provided seriously incomplete information, misleading
consumers about the potential impact of the update on the services of their smartphone,
since they did not adequately inform consumers about the characteristics of the
updates, exclusively describing the better services that they would have enabled and
the security problems that they would have solved while they hid the risks of reduced
service of their smartphone - as a result of the greater workload which the hardware
(and in particular the eMMC) would have been subjected to and the non-perfect state
of the batteries – and the caution required before proceeding to installation, therefore
impeding them from making a conscious decision.
137. Therefore, suggesting the installation of firmware that significantly modifies the
already widely publicized functional characteristics for products already acquired by
the consumers, hiding the possibility that these services would be considerably reduced
in certain conditions, does not appear to comply with due diligence that is justly due
on the basis of general principles of fairness and good faith and is necessary for a
company in a leader group on the market which is operating on a global level in the
advanced technology sector.

V.5. The persistent pushing for updates
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138. As represented above, at the time of the release of a new Android operating system
and on the occasion of all subsequent modifications, Samsung communicates to all
those who have a smartphone – in the case in question a Samsung Galaxy Note 4 – the
possibilities/ opportunities to carry out the update.
139. In contrast with what Samsung seems to want to suggest in its memos, the
smartphone Note 4 is designed to automatically download the update and to request
the authorization for its installation later.
In fact, the consumer is not informed about this automatic setting, and it is therefore
unlikely that he/she will select the alternative option of manual download in advance.
In any case, when the consumer becomes aware of it and decides to choose the option
of the manual download of the update, the smartphone in this case, once the existence
of an update has been verified, proceeds to periodically ask for the authorization to
download, as extensively clarified in point III.2.2. of this measure.
140. Furthermore, the smartphone insistently invites consumers to install the firmware
update that was downloaded, encouraging the consumer periodically until the update
is installed, not allowing the consumer to avoid this solicitation in any way.
141. Therefore, both in the case in which the so-called “automatic” update mode is
selected, and in the hypothesis where the consumer chose the so-called “manual”
update mode (except for an extreme case and very uncommon case in which a person
who owns a Note 4 sets a manual download and decides a priori to never change if and
which updates are offered by Samsung), a consumer who does not find it desirable to
switch to the new firmware version does not have the possibility to present the
continuous repetition of the messages that ask him/her to download and install it.
In fact, the only option offered by the FOTA messages is that of downloading/installing
the update or downloading/installing it later, for which the consumer is forced to
continuously carry out a positive action to postpone the download or installation.
142. In such a way, the consumer does not have a real option to agree to the request,
but can however only make a choice to not agree, however temporarily, being forced
to renew this choice every time that – inexorably – he/she is encouraged to
download/install, right away or later.
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143. This means of proposing the software update relating to the new firmware version
appears to constitute an undue influence on the freedom of choice of the consumers
who own Note 4 to update or not and in what measure the firmware of the device itself,
in consideration of the informative asymmetry with the professional whom the
consumers trust for its superior knowledge of hardware and software of its own devices
and specifically for the need to maintain the security of their devices. This choice, as
it is susceptible of altering in various ways the functions of the device in possession of
the consumer after purchase, is certainly a choice of a commercial nature, as it
influences the value of the device for the consumer.
144. The consumer was therefore deprived of the freedom of continuing to use his/her
Note 4 with its original services, with only the firmware updates that are strictly
necessary to maintain its original features, as well as the possibility to choose which
features from the smartphone which was purchased and used for a number of months
to keep or modify, or if it is preferable, to continue to use it without adding additional
functions and without incurring a reduction in the level of services.
145. In this way, the consumer has been affected in his/her freedom to continue to use
his/her smartphone for its natural duration and without interference, as well as in
his/her possibility to choose which services to keep or change in the product which was
purchased and used for several months, and in understanding whether it was effectively
possible to improve the services or if it was preferable to continue to use them without
adding additional functions and without incurring a reduction in the level of services.
146. In light of the above, the practice in question could be qualified as aggressive,
given that it is capable of causing undue pressure on the consumer’s freedom of choice,
restricting his/her ability to make a freely-arrived-at decision in regard to the use and
the features of his/her device and forcing the consumer into a choice of a business
nature which he/she wouldn’t otherwise have taken.

V.6. The behaviors adopted by Samsung towards their consumers when faced with
the failures and malfunctions of their Note 4
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147. Samsung offered assistance exclusively to the consumers covered by legal
guarantee of conformity, incurring the cost for the repair/replacement of more than
1/20 of the Note 4s sold.
The chronology of events described in paragraph 5.3 indicates exactly how, already a
few months after the release of the update, Samsung gave precise instructions to the
network of CAT to specifically deal with the requests for assistance for “shutdowns
and functional defects” in Note 4s, in which CAT is directed to check and replace the
battery if defective and, in the case of continuance of the problem, to check the PBA,
and Samsung subsequently reaffirmed and clarified – with directions to proceed to the
replacement of the battery in the case of “problems of turning on/shutdown/charging”
and if necessary of the PBA in March 2017 125 and subsequently with directions to
replace both the battery and the PBA in May 2017126.
148. The careful monitoring of the repair work is however limited to Note 4s which are
still under warranty127 while the application of their instructions on the way to assist
Note 4s – that as directed by Samsung to the CATs always implies the replacement
both of the PBA and of the battery – provides for an expense of about 300 euros per
repair, which caused many consumers to forego performing the repair.128
Furthermore, the Note 4s sold more than two years ago and therefore no longer covered
by legal warranty, represented, already several months after the release of the update
in question, the majority of the Note 4s which were purchased by their clients: 50%
around December 2016 and 70% around February 2017.
149. In all this time, while Samsung was gradually giving new and more stringent
instructions to the CATs on how to deal with the failures in question for the Note 4s,
Compare the inspection document at CAT in Rome no. 50 in which you can read “by direction of Samsung, for the model N910, in
the event of problems of turning on/shutdown/charging, in addition to the PBA (where necessary), the battery should be changed, even
beyond the year of warranty”
126 Compare the inspection document at the CAT in Rome no. 47 and the inspection document of May 31 2018 at Samsung Electronics
S.p.A. (inc) no. 77.
127 On February 23 2017, Samsung issued a new recommendation to the network of CAT to change its laboratory for the problems of
“1. No Power (not turning on) 2. Self Reboot (restarting of the Note 4s (..)one of the products with the highest number of returns” that
could stem from a broken battery of PBA; then on March 15 2017 the directions were given to the CAT to replace the battery in the
case of “problems of turning on/shutdown/charging” and also – where necessary – to replace the PBA and in May 2017 Samsung
HQ’’s “Global CS Center” asks Samsung Italy for clarification in regards to the higher number of repeated repairs (with the
abbreviation “CRRR”) for Note 4, that which is the highest among all the models in Italy and requests the CAT in Rome to confirm if
“for the symptoms of RESTART if they are changing the PBA+battery”.
128 It should be recalled that in each of the citied three CAT, about 80% of the Note 4s considered outside of warranty which had many
complaints of the malfunctioning in question and where repair was suggested, the repair ended up not being performed because of
rejection of the cost.
125
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Samsung did not therefore recognize that the minor features and the failures that
consumers complained of derived from the installation of the Marshmallow firmware
updates that were released in May 2016.
Samsung, therefore, did not correctly respond to the complaints of consumers, even
claiming that it would be normal for the Note 4 product to experience a “natural decay
in functioning” which would make a radical repair necessary immediately after the
expiration of the legal warranty.
150. Faced with the many malfunctions that consumers complained of, Samsung did
not plan for and allow any means of restoring the original features/functions of the
device, for example allowing for a so-called downgrade to the previous firmware, not
even with appropriate precautions or at its help centers.
Furthermore, the professional alone formally allows for the so-called downgrade of its
updates and in the event that the consumer decides to carry one out, it no longer
recognizes the warranty as shown in the above-described annotations of the VOC call
center: “any tampering with the software or damage caused will invalidate the
possibility that Samsung will handle the problem (..) The client indicates to me that he
does not consider the firmware downgrade to be tampering with the software (..)
carried out using original Samsung firmware,”129 “I let the client know that should
damage caused or tampering with software not be detected, we can proceed with the
repair” 130 , “the center indicated that the software in the client’s device had been
tampered with”131, even for Note 4s which are still in a two year legal warranty: “they
told me that I tampered with the software”132.
Therefore Samsung did not give, or essentially allow, consumers who had installed the
firmware update to Marshmallow in its various subsequent version on their Note 4s,
any means to evade the malfunctions caused by the update; for example they could
have allowed for the return to the previous version of the firmware or to a new modified

129

Compare the inspection document of January 18 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. (Inc) no. 59
Compare the inspection document of January 18 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. (Inc) no. 70.
131 Compare the inspection document of January 18 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. (Inc) no. 68.
132 Compare the inspection document of January 18 2018 at Samsung Electronics S.p.A. (Inc) no. 64.
130
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version with the possibility of selecting the functions to enable, in order to restore the
efficiency of their devices.
151. In this context, the failure to provide effective assistance for all the Note 4s
(including those outside of warranty), together with the obstacles placed in the way for
downgrades of the firmware, fits within the context of a business policy in which the
process of replacing less recent models with new models is very important and has
become significant leverage in this sense. As proof of what was affirmed above, one
need only record that the same professional offered (from mid-2017) a voucher for the
online purchase of a new product on the Samsung site with a 25% discount in the event
that a customer did not accept the budget for the repair, a policy that responded to
consumers’ demands to exchange their no longer functioning smartphones.
152. From the totality of these behaviors, we see undue influence by Samsung who has
not given suitable assistance for products which are outside warranty – requiring a high
cost of repair and not foreseeing or encouraging a return to the previous version of the
firmware – exercising the strength of the position of business power deriving from the
ownership of a known and established brand, in which consumers have confidence, as
well as the position of particular information asymmetry that characterizes the
relationships with consumers. In this way, the process of replacing these devices has
been accelerated, in a context in which the ability of the consumers to choose is limited
even in consideration of the switching cost connected to moving to the smartphone of
the direct competitor Apple and based on the different operating system, or
characterized by a lower perceived level of quality.

VI.7. Conclusions

153. From what was reported above, it is clear that Samsung has imposed the
installation of the firmware based on Marshmallow on the consumers who purchased
Note 4, without informing them about the inconveniences that this installation was
causing a large number of devices which are already outside of warranty, and without
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seeing to, if not partially with reference only to the products covered by legal guarantee
of conformity, remedies which are appropriate for overcoming these inconveniences.
Samsung was able to induce its consumers to accept these updates also thanks to the
existing information asymmetry with consumers, who are forced to place their trust in
what was claimed by Samsung about the usefulness and merits of these updates.
154. For the reasons expressed above, the business practice under examination is unfair
pursuant to articles 20, 21, 22 and 24 of the Consumer Code, as Samsung developed
and suggested firmware updates for the Note 4s already acquired by consumers which
modify the already widely publicized functional conditions, considerably reducing
services as well as preventing customers from making a conscious decision about the
choice of going ahead with the installation of the new firmware updates for Samsung
Galaxy Note 4. Finally, in another respect, the professional has unduly influenced the
consumers who own a Note 4, on the one hand, encouraging them to update the
firmware with the insistent request to perform the download and installation of the
updates; on the other hand, not providing assistance for products outside of warranty –
which require a high cost of repair and not providing for or encouraging a return to the
previous version of the firmware – in this way accelerating the replacement process of
these devices.

VI. QUANTIFICATION OF THE SANCTION

155. Pursuant to article 27, paragraph 9, of the Consumer Code with the provision that
forbids
unfair business practice, the Authority provides for the implementation of a pecuniary
administrative sanction of from 5,000 to 5,000,000 euros, taking account of the
seriousness and duration of the violation.
156. In regards to the quantification of the sanction, we must take account of, where
applicable, the criteria set forth in article 11 of the Law No. 689/81, in accordance with
the reference provided for in article 27, paragraph 13, of the Consumer Code: in
particular, of the seriousness of the violation, of the work performed by the company
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to eliminate or weaken the infraction, of the personality of the agent, as well as of the
economic conditions of the company itself.
157. In regard to the seriousness of the violation, we take account of the economic
dimension of the professionals, in the case in point, the two companies of the
multinational group Samsung which are involved in the practices in question, as well
as of the position in the market of cellphones from the Galaxy Note line, one of the
leader products among high-end smartphones.
158. The large quantity of the overall potential economic harm for the consumer is
taken into account. In fact, the practice was extended to the majority of people owning
a Note 4, which during the entire period of the practice was the top smartphone of
Samsung’s collection.
Furthermore, the practice itself was articulated in several behaviors first aimed at
leading the owners of these smartphones to install new versions of the firmware and
then hiding that the malfunctions and slowdowns of the devices were consequences of
the installation of these firmware updates also with the purpose of encouraging
consumers to replace their Note 4 with a new cell phone.
159. In terms of the duration of the violation of the elements available in the documents,
it is clear that the business practice was put into place at least starting in May 2016 and
is still in progress, considering that the professional does not guarantee suitable
assistance for the repair of the hardware as all of the Note 4s are outside of legal
warranty.
160. On the basis of these elements, taking account of the seriousness of the behavior
under examination and the importance of the professionals, given the deterrent effect
that the sanctions applied for violations of the Consumer Code should have, all this
must be considered in determining the amount of the pecuniary administrative sanction
applicable to professionals of the Samsung group for the violation in point II to the
extent of the legal maximum of 5,000,000 euros (five million euros).
161. Having considered, then, that the companies which are part of the proceedings,
perform specific functions which are attributable to the business activity of Samsung,
we deem it necessary to apply joint and severally the sanctions below
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CONSIDERED, therefore, having taken account of the opinion of the Authority for the
Guarantee of Communications, on the basis of the considerations presented above, that
the business practice in question is unfair pursuant to articles 20, 21, 22 and 24 of the
Consumer Code as it is contrary to professional diligence that they developed and
suggested a firmware update – based on the Marshmallow version of Android – for the
Note 4s already purchased by consumers who modified the already widely publicized
functional characteristics and considerably reduced the services, likely to invalidate in
a noticeable manner the economic behavior of the average consumer in the decision to
perform the installation of the new firmware updates and likely to considerably limit
the average consumer’s freedom of choice because of the insistent request to perform
the download and installation of the firmware updates, while the refusal in this case of
the assistance in warranty and the lack of suitable assistance to consumers, in such a
way accelerating the process of replacement of these devices;

CONSIDERED, furthermore, that on account of the relevant effect on consumers of
the behaviors put into place by Samsung, with particular reference to the influence on
their business choice to perform the firmware updates which reduced the functionality
and viability of their Galaxy Note 4 smartphones, it is necessary to provide for the
publication of a rectifying declaration at the care and expense of the professionals,
pursuant to article 27, paragraph 8, of the Consumer Code in order to make the same
consumers aware of the provision of the Authority and impede the continuation of the
effects of the same behaviors. In consideration of the detailed ways in which the
business practice was spread, it appears necessary and commensurate that the
publication of the rectifying declaration occurs with the publication for twenty days on
the home-page of the Italian company website of the Samsung group
www.samsung.com/it;
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RULES

a) that the business practice described in point II of the current provision, put into
place by Samsung Electronics Co Ltd and Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A.
(Inc), constitutes, for the reasons and within the limits laid out in the
justification, an unfair business practice pursuant to articles 20, 21, 22 and 24
of the Consumer Code, and its dissemination or continuation is forbidden;
b) to impose jointly and severally an administrative pecuniary sanction of
5,000,000 (five million euros) on Samsung Electronics Co Ltd and Samsung
Electronics Italy S.p.A. (inc) for the violation in letter a)
c) that the professionals must communicate to the Authority, within the time
frame of 60 days from the notification of the current provision, the initiatives
taken in accordance with the injunction in point a);

The administrative sanction imposed must be paid within thirty days of the notification
of the current provision.
The payment must happen, for the subjects who have a legal headquarters in Italy,
using the tribute codes indicated in the attached model F24 with identifying marks, in
the Legislative Decree no. 241/1997. In this case, the payment must be carried out
electronically with debit on its bank or postal account, through the home-banking
services and CBIs made available by the banks or by Poste Italiane S.p.A. (the Italian
postal service provider) or by using the electronic services of the Revenue Agency,
available on the internet site www.agenziaentrate.gov.it.
The payment must occur for subjects who do not have legal headquarters in Italy, via
transfer

(in

euros)

to

the

State

Treasury,

using

the

IBAN

code

IT04A0100003245348018359214 (BIC code: BITAITRRENT), that corresponds to
the accounting topic 18/3592/14.

Upon expiry of the above-mentioned term, for a period of delay less than a semester,
the interest for late payment must be paid at the statutory rate starting on the day
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following the expiration of the term of payment and until the date of payment. In the
event of a further delay in fulfillment of the payment, pursuant to article 27, paragraph
6, of the law no. 689/81, the sum due for the sanction imposed is increased by a tenth
for each semester starting from the day following the expiration of the term of the
payment and until the date on which the role is transmitted to the concession-holder
for the collection; in this case the increase absorbs the interest for late payment matured
in the same period.

There must be immediate communication to the Authority that the amount has been
paid by sending the certifying document of the payment that was carried out.

ORDERS

a) that Samsung Electronics Co Ltd and Samsung Electronics Italy S.p.A. (Inc) publish,
on their own responsibility and at their own expense, a corrective statement pursuant
to article 27, paragraph 8 of the Consumer Code, according to the following manner:

1) the text of the corrective statement is that which is reported in the attachment to the
current provision;

2) the corrective statement reported in the attachment to the current provision must be
published within sixty days from the time of the notification on the following electronic
tools:
- on the homepage of the company Internet site for Italy www.samsung.com/it, visible
from the first screen and of dimensions equal to a fifth of them; the publication of the
corrective statement must remain for twenty days.

3) the publication must emulate in toto the setting, structure and aspect of the attached
corrective statement; the characters of the text must be of the greatest typeface that is
compatible with the space indicated in point 2 and the means of writing, printing and
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dissemination will not be such as to undermine the effects of the publication; in
particular, in the space of publication of the corrective statement – like in the other web
pages of the company site and in the additional space of the support used – messages
should not be reported which are in contrast with the content of the statement itself or
which tend to weaken its weight and significance;

b) that the publication of the corrective statement must be preceded by a
communication to the Authority of the date in which it will take place and must be
followed, within three days, by the sending to the Authority of an original copy of this
publication containing the corrective statement published.

The current provision will be notified to the interested subjects and published in the
bulletin of the Autorità Garante della Concorrenza e del Mercato (Italian Antitrust
Authority).

An appeal may be presented against the current provision to the TAR (Regional
Administrative Court) of Lazio, pursuant to article 135, paragraph 1, letter b), of the
Code of the administrative process (Legislative Decree July 2 2010, no. 104), within
sixty days from the date of notification of the provision itself, except for greater terms
in article 41, paragraph 5, of the Code of the administrative process, or an extraordinary
appeal can be proposed to the President of the Republic pursuant to article 8 of the
Decree of the President of the Republic 24 November 1971, no. 1199, within the time
frame of one hundred twenty days from the date of notification of the provision itself.

THE GENERAL SECRETARY

THE

ACTING

PRESIDENT
Filippo Arena

Gabriella Muscolo
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AUTORITA GARANTE DELLA CONCORRENZA E DEL MERCATO (Italian
Antitrust Authority)
COMMUNICATIONS FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE CONSUMER

The Samsung Electronics Co Ltd and Samsung Electronics Italy S.p.A. (Inc)

have induced consumers owning a Galaxy Note 4 model smartphone to carry out
the download and installation of a firmware update (based on the Marshmallow
version of the Android operating system) without providing adequate information
about the impact of this choice on the services of the smartphone and without
offering suitable assistance, or the possibility of restoring the original
functionality of the devices in the event of a studied decrease in services following
update (e.g. through downgrading).

This process was deemed unfair, pursuant to articles 20, 21, 22 and 24 of
Legislative Decree no. 206/2005 (Consumer Code).

The Authority ordered the publication of the current corrective document pursuant to
article 27, paragraph 8 of the Consumer Code

(provision adopted at assembly on September 25 2018 and available on the website
www.agcm.it)
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